
Drawing with th e Oric 

CRASH 
FAKED IN 
SPECTRUM 

RAID 
COMPUTERS have been fished 
out of the Thames — days after 
armed raiders got away with a 
£390,00 haul 

They staged a car crash to 
lure the security guard from a 
London warehouse. 

He was inside the TNT 
warehouse, on the Cranford 
Lane Industrial Estate, Hornsey, 
chatting to the estate manager 
when they heard a crash outside. 

A car with a girl at the wheel 
and amain passenger had crashed 
into dustbins 

The two men went to their 
aid — and found themselves fac 
ing a shotgun and a handgun held 
by two other raiders who had 
been waiting nearby 

One of them said: “Blow 
them away...it will save time 
later.” 

In fact no shots were fired 
and, as the car drove off at high 
speed, the guard and the manager 
were forced back into the 
warehouse 

They were made to get into 
the back of a truck which was 
then reversed against a wall, trap- 
ping them 
Meanwhile the three robbers 

loaded up two other TNT trucks 
with computers — mostly 48K 
Spectrums in boxes of 10, plus 
ZX8ls and some software. The 
trucks, both orange coloured 
Ford Cargos, were later found 
abandoned. 

The two trapped men 
shouted and banged on the sides 
of the truck until they were heard 
by passers-by and released. 

The haul, worth £390,000, 
belongs to Prism, Sinclair's sole 
distributor in this country. It was 
Continued on page 3 
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“ITLOOKS NICE BUT WHAT 
THE HELL CAN! DOWITHIT?” 

Every 2X SPECTRUM Print n’Plotter Jotter has 100 pages of finely 
printed screen grids. 
50 for the high resolution screen. 50 for the normal character 

screen. 
With these at your disposal you can plan practically any graphics print- 

out to program into your computer. 
The high-resolution PLOT grid shows every one of the 45,060 pixels! 

Every one printed. Every one with Its co-ordinate numbers. This gives 
You enormous graphics power to DRAW, PLOT, CIRCLE, PLOT OVER and so 
on in any position or screen building up graphilc drawings, charts, maps 

In fact anything without the complications of guesswork, integer 
‘it of range, or wrongly positioned pixel colours which charge PRINTed 
INK characters! 
The normal character PRINT gras onthe other hand wil allow you to bespecitic about PRINT AT-TAS. PRINT OVERE SCREENS and INK, PABER in 

direct co-ordination with PLOT. . . you see every page is printed on high 
quality tracing paper . . . ideal to overlay on to Illustrations and ‘copy’ Sreoordinate 
‘And theres another bonus, because each cage contains 24 User cerinable grids "2400 per baal 
With 50 pages of PLOT grids, 50 pages Of PRINT grids 2400 user- 

definable grids, a set of colour pens, a printed PIXEL RULER and our Special Offer of demo program IT THE BEST VALUE IN ZX GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING 

“PRINTER PAPER THAT WORKS? 
1 DON'T BELIEVE IT!” 

Five rolls of our PRINTER PAPER will only cost you £12.50 Including 
Postage, Packing and VATI And youl gain a great deal more! 
Itprints beautifully. It's not too thick. It’s not too shiny. Print Is black 

—/ot grey. it actually feeds through the machine! 
‘See for yourself only £12.50 Including everything. It’s a bargain! 

Address 

“NOW WHICH KEY DOIPRESS 
T0 SHOOT DOWN 

THE THING FROM MARS?” 
Ever forgotten which key to press when piayingagame? 
Do yousuffer froma ming-bogoling mass of programmed keys? Do you write programs that use different keys to perform various 
functions? fo, we have just the thing for your ZX SPECTRUM. 
Apack of Print'n’Plotter Keyboard Overlays. 
Just write the function or functions under each key you program and 
keep the overlay for the next time you play the game. 
Of course there's lots of more uses you will find for our OVERLAYS, user 
defined characters, keyboard scanners, mathematical programs, 
business uses — toname|ust afew. 
‘There's TEN OVERLAYS toa pack —so youcan program with impunity! 
And they fit. perfectly onto your standard 2x SPECTRUM KEYBOARD. 
Each OVERLAY Is printed with the cursor movement key directions and 
there'sroom for program name etc. 

A SPECTRUM CONSOLE 
THAT EVERYONE CAN AFFORD! 

For the cost of a ‘games’ cassette you can havea truly professional 
console for your SPECTRUM! 

We've cut costs inot cut quality) by designing a self-assembly method 
using relatively inexpensive materials like strong corrugated board, 

The result is a console that's tough, light, highly finished and capable 
Of giving years of useful service, 

Facilities Inciude mic Keyboard angle, access to rear of 
machine, choice of P.S.U. internal or external, and alternative of Printer 
on-board or cassette storage area, Fully lilustrated Instructions are Included. 
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A Prophec 
peony 

will be coming to get you 
SOON!!! 

Call (0344) 27317 for info 

Continued from front page 
in the warehouse awaiting 
despatch to retailers throughout 
the country y 

Prism’s deputy managing 
director Terry Brown said: “It 
means there won't be as many 
retailers holding stocks as there 
could be. 

“We have got to try and get 
extra stocks so we won't build up 
a lead time. My advice to 
‘customersis to shop around or go 
back to the store later.” 

He said: “They loaded up 
the lorries very inefficiently. They 
left_at least 2,000 computers 
behind when they could have 
taken everything that was in the 
warehouse." 

Prism, which was insured 
for the loss, distributes to most 
UK retailers, excluding a handful 
of large chains, like W.H. Smith, 
Greens and John Menzies, which 
are supplied direct by Sinc 
Research: 

Five days later £1,730 worth 
of computers were found 
submerged in the Thames in 
Buckinghamshire by two boys 
out fishing. 

There were 13 Spectrums, a 
ZX81 and a single power pack in 
two plastic bags. All were ruined. 

Police are checking to see if 
y connection and an of- 

“Things are develop: 

The Oric 
collection 

Home Computing Weekly con 
tributor Vince Apps has just 
brought out a collection of pro- 
grams to keep Oric owners busy 

The Oric-1 Program Book 
contains 50 program listings 
which, according to the 
publishers, will allow those 
dedicated enough to type them all 
in to runan obstacle course, pro- 
tect six cities from missile attack, 
save a maiden from a dark 
knight, draw graphs, weave 
webs, have a firework display, 
peek into the Oric’s memory 

The book costs £6.50 direct 
from the publisher 
Phoenix Publishers, 
Road, Bushey, Herts 
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FREE ZX81 
CATALOGUE 

12 pages of the best 
programs for 16K ZX81 

1 24 hours 
leave name 
clearly 01-789 8546 

Software Supermarket 

Dragon 
crosses the 

, ocean 

The Dragon-32, which was 
launched in the UK only last 
August, is now to be sold across 
the Atlantic 

Dragon Data has just signed 
an agreement with New Orleans- 
based company Tano to market 
the Dragon in the USA, Central 
and South America and the 
Caribbean 

Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
West Glamorgan 

Cartridge 
price cuts 

The retail price of Thorn EMI 
software cartridges for the 
VIC-20and Atari 400/800 micros 
can be expected to fall, now that 
Thorn has cut the price it charges 
dealers 

Cuts of £5 per cartridge on 
the trade price will probably 
mean that retail prices will fall to 
under £30. 
Thorn EMI, Upper Saint Mar- 
tin’s Lane, London WC2H SED 

LATE NEWS 
Oric joins 

price cutters 

Price of both Oric compu’ 
have been slashed, The 48K 

fel has been cut by £30 
£139.95, and the 16K 

version returns to its launch 
£99.95, Oric said 

Dric-1s have been 
sold in the UK and Europe, 
and a TV campaign was 
starting, 

Buyers will also get a £40 
voucher towards the cost of 
the — Oric ur colour 
printer plotter. 
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+ a | UEST SPECTRUM 
#~-SIMPLY THE BEST 

THE SCENE: Allen are using 
hyperspace drive to ‘Our universe through 
a black hole. Their intent Is destruction. 4 
YOUR MISSION: To uphold the defence of your universe as 
long as possible while inflicting the maximum damage on alien forces. 
YOUR WEAPONS: Positive and Negative lon Guns are deadly at any 
range but thfe lon stream Is bent by the massive gravitational field of the 
black hole. The Neutron Blaster is equally deadly but has only limited range. 
YOUR BATTLE: You are under constant attack from the alien force which 
pits flendish offence craft against you In ever Increasing intensity, in deadlier and 
deadlier form. 
How long can your fleet of ships survive? How many enemy craft can you destroy? 
100% super efficient machine code allows all this action to be packed in to run on the 16K 
(or 48K) Spectrum. Superb animation, high resolution graphics, incredible explosive and full 
sound effects combine to make “Black Hole” set a new standard In Spectrum software. 
Also features a special learning mode to help develop your skills. 
Embedded in the software Is our unique score validifier which enables us to introduce anew dimension 
to computer games. The top ten scorers in each calendar month from April through September will 
receive a “Ima Black Hole addict” T-shirt and the chance to compete for prizes to the value of £500 ina 
championship to be held at the end of the year. We will then publish a list of the top 1000 scorers so you 
can find out just how good you are. 

HOW GOOD ARE YOU? Take up the “BLACK HOLE” challenge NOW and find out. 
Send £5.50 to QUEST, 119 THE PROMENADE, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL50 INW 
to receive your copy of “BLACK HOLE” by return first class post together with 
a membership number entitling.you to discount on our forthcoming blockbusting 
software. 

welcome THE TOP 6 SCORERS AT THE END OF JUNE ARE: Trade ei 
excellent terms available : P 2530 IANGARLINGE 1847 

2019 STEVE EDWARDS 1670 
Tel: Cheltenham (0242)583661 DA i998 Tswirt 1813 
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Atari games 
for other 
computers 

Atari is coverting its computer 
games to run on other micros, 
starting with cartridges for the 
T1-99/4A, VIC-20 and Com- 
modore 64 

The first three — Pac Man, 
Centipede and Defender — will 
bee on sale by the end of the year 
More Atari cartridges are also 
due out soon 

Steve Gerber, 37, Atari's 
European software development 
director, who has just arrived at 
the company’s UK base in 
Slough, explained the new policy 

He said: “It was the Warner 
Corporation (Atari's owners, 
who made the final decision. We 
had been trying to persuade them 
to do this for some time: 

“Afterall, if you're good at 
making software, why. limit 
yourself to one machine 

But would this mean people 
may choose to buy other com 
puters? Mr Gerber said: “If you 
Mound the best software for, say, 
the VIC, was from Atari, would 
you not just buy the Atari? 

More adaptions would be 
coming for the BBC micro, 
Dragon and the Spectrum, all on 
tape instead of cartridges 

He said: “We are also about 
to launch a UK product written 
by a UK author. This kid just 
walked in the door with a 
dynamite game,” 

The Software Publishing 
Group was also on the lookout 
for more Uk-wrtten software 
which would, if suitable, be 
marketed in America as well as 
other countries where Ataris are 
sold 

New software for cartridges 
due out this year: 
© Pole Position, a grand prix 
motor racing game costing £29.99 

September and on sale 

arama 

Atari's new 600X1L computer 

Janice Gash 
@ RealSports Tennis, in the 
ships this month, uses the same 
rules as real tennis — and the 
players even change ends after 
games. Price: £19.99 

© AtariWriter, a word process 
ing program which, says Atari, 
offers features usually found in 
expensive software. 

© Games for children based on 
Walt Disney characters and car 
toon films 

Atari also showed its new com 
putes and peripherals for the first 
time in the UK. Prices have not 

- with the new 800XL home comy 
yet been decided, but they are due 

Details were in last week's 
Home Computing Weekly, but 
they included the 16K RAM 
600XL and 64K 800XL. hor 
computers. They are compatible 

ind, unlike 
the present models, have BASIC 
built in. The top of the range 
1450XLD, which is to go on sale 
here next year, has a built-in dual 
density, double sided $in disc 

with existing softwa 

drive 
Other new products include 

three printers — the 1020, using 
ballpoint pens in 4¥%in_ paper 
rolls; the 1025 80-column dot 
matrix printer; and the 1027 letter 
quality printer running at aclaim- 
ed 20 characters per second 

There is also a re-styled 1010 
program recorder, 1050 disc 
drive, amodule for the CP/M 2. 
operating system — used for 
much business software — which 
also adds 64K of RAM and swit 
chable 40 or 80 column video out 
put, and a box called The Ex 
pander with slots for eight expan 
sion cards and two RS-232C and 
one Centronics interface. 

The Expander for the new 
XL computers only is designed to 
accept products from other 
manufa 
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Fire bugs 
cause 
£10,000 
damage 

Fire-raisers caused a £10,000 
blaze at a leading software and 
add-on company. And one theory 
is that they were teenagers angry 
at not finding any money 

The man who called the 
ncy services — a quantity 

surveyor working late in an ad: 
joining office — has been thank 
ed with a bottle of Scotch and the 
offer of a free meal. 

The gift was from Roy 
Backhouse, managing director of 
Fuller Micro Systems, based in 
central Liverpool 

Mr Backhouse said: "*Police 
think it was teenagers looking for 
money. They smashed the front 
window to get in at about mid 
night on Saturday 

“They couldn't find any 
money — so they set fire to the 

The fire brigade believe 
ct fire to a wastepaper 

emer, 

basket 
Among the property, all in- 

sured, which was damaged was 
software, desks and files. A 
printer and a terminal were 
damaged by smoke, but the com 
pany's ICL computer was on 
another floor and not affected. 

All 14 people employed by 
Fuller worked over the weekend 
to ensure orders were kept up to 
date 

Mr Backhouse said: “Even 
though we managed to salvage a 
lot of test gear it still stinks of 
smoke 

“I's an absolute pai that 
¢ could be so senseless. 

There was a lot of blood, so they 
must have cut themselves gettin 
in, 

“We probably would have 
lost the whole place but for a guy 
working late who heard the glass 
being broken and called the 
police 

The fire affected only the 
ground floor of Fullers, which in 
cludes showroom, reception area 
and repairs and servicing 

Microdrives 
‘imminent’ 

The launch of the long-awaited 
Microdrives mass storage devices 
is now imminent, according to a 
Sinclair Resarch official 

Sinclair has said little about 
the Microdrives, except that they 
are likely to cost around £50 and 
will need an interface 
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GREAT NEW 
SOFTWARE DEAL 
() HOT-SHOTS “i SS WY, 

The latest list of best selling titles drawn from our database 
covering national trends. 

SPECTRUM 
Zaxxon 30 Tanx £4.95 
Choplifter Timegate £6.95 
Shamus Arcadia £5.50 
Miner 20'49er 

Killer Gorilla Trader £14.95 
Moon Raider Boss £14.95, 
Rocket Raid Choplitter £29.95 
Music Processor Arcadia £5.50 

sndrunner Trader £9.95 
Attack of Mutant Camels Flight Simulations £5.95 
Pakacuda QS Scramble £3.95 
Matrix Mazogs £10.00 
Centropods Inca Curse £5.95 

Call us for details of best sellers for the 
Dragon, Oric and Lynx 

Fastest moving new products through Software Centre: Two 
remarkable programs for home and business use, created for 

the VIC 20 (+16K), Oric 1, Sinclair Spectrum, Sinclair ZXB | (+16K), 
Dragon and Commodore 64. You too can Buy ‘n Try them by 

completing the order form on the coupon. 
CentreSpread SC at £19.95 
A fast and flexible spread sheet program providing what if formula 
variations on columns and lines. 
DataBase SC at £19.95 
Powerful database management program covering 12 fields and giving 
an extensive electronic filing system capacity with around 250 records 
per field, calculation within and between records, and within ranges. 

SOFTWARE CENTRE .... THE BETTER WAY TO BUY SOFTWARE 
128 Wigmore St 30New Walk 426 Cranbook Rd 112 East St 
London W1 Leicester Iford, Essex Southampton 
‘Tel 01-487-8974 0533-32704 01-854-6574 0703-24703 
ee ee ee at 

Pr yaase adel ny nae you Ay uy kate heepmevighetedaa 
with the latest software, news and views through Software Centre's 
FREE up-dates. [em] 

I. Please send me the following programs: 
1 até 

att 
H cheque] Postal Order] enclosed it 
J ease debitmy Access] sarlayeardC] inte sum ot 
[Account No, signed 
H My computers enake (Model 
Memory Peripherals 
Bane 
W adaress 
t 
1 

Telephone No. Please allow 21 days for deuivery 
SEND TO:- SOFTWARE CENTRE, 128 WIGMORE STREET, 
LONDON WI. TEL. 01-487-5974, or your nearest branch. , 

OVER 1000 TITLES ALWAYS IN STOCK 

Choose Software Centre for the widest choice of quality programs. 
And never forget we ensure your satisfaction with our remarkable 
Buy ‘n Try buy-back option. 

THE BUY-BACK OPTION 
If, within one month of purchase, the program you bought fails to live up 
to your expectations, then provided it's in perfect working order, we'll l 
buy it back for 80% of the price you paid against the purchase of another 
software item of equal of greater catalogue value, Send for our list... You 
know it makes sense. 

| 
Software Centre keeps you right up to date with the important new 
releases including an exciting selection of exclusive programs. | 

LATEST HIT TITLES | 
Software Centre keeps you in the picture with regular reports on the best 
selling titles, so you always know the ‘hot shot’ programs. 

| 
| 

Software Centre will be making special promotional offers of programs, 

hardware and peripherals. Just post us the coupon to make sure you are 
kept informed. 

SHOPS AND MAIL ORDER 
Software Centre is growing fast. We have shops in Southampton, London, 
Iford and Leicester. More are planned. If you can't call in person, we'll 
gladly handle your telephone or mail orders through any branch. 

IN YOUR INTEREST 
Buy ‘in Try makes sure you get what you want, because we know that our 
reputation relies on your satisfaction. We are not a library, and we 
discourage copying .... 80 all programs are sold subject to an 
undertaking that they will not be copied. 

THE ORIGINAL AND THE BEST 
‘Software Centre invented Buy ‘n Try. We have the experience, the stock, 
a fast growing Dealer network, specially commissioned software authors 
and thousands of satisfied customers. I's a successful formula that 
should be serving you. 

To receive our regular catalogue, details of Software Centre branches, 
special offers, league table of hit software and list of latest releases. just 
complete the coupon, and post it back to us as soon as possible. 
Or ‘phone your nearest branch. 
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2X computing 
us-style 
81 and Spectrum that we 

know and love have 
undergone a dramatic 
transformatin on their way to the 

USA. 

The ZX81 becomes the 
Timex Sinclair (TS) 1500, and 
features a silver case, Spectrum- 
like keyboard and 16K of RAM 
built in all for around £45. 

Timex also sells mini 
cartridges to plug into the 
expansion slot at the back of the 
machine 

The X81 plus. 

Raider 
upgrader 

Arcade Software says that Raider 
of the Cursed Mine, the Spec 
trum game it launched at 
the Earls Court Computer Fair, 
met with such a good response 
that it’s now bringing out a new 
improved version. 

This version, which was 
being duplicated at the end of last 
week, will have grade difficulty 

And there's 2 48K Spectrum in there somewhere 

The 48K Spectrum becomes 
the TS2048. It too has a silver 
case, plus a special compartment 
for cartridges and a hole in the 
side for a joystick, 

It has five new commands 
ON ERROR GOTO; RESET; 
FREE, which tells you how much 
memory is left; STICK, which 
controls the joystick; and 
SOUND, which activites a three. 
channel synthesiser 

And the TS2048 can also 
switch into a second graphics 
mode giving 64 characters per 
line. It’s selling for the equivalent 
of around £135 

levels and the option of joystick 
control 

And if you manage to get 
past level 30 and escape from the 
mine, you'll be rewarded with a 
picture of the outside world 
complete with moon, stars, trees 
and a house. 

Anyone who bought the 
earlier version of Raider can 
exchange it for the new one. 
Arcade Software, Technology 
House, 32 Chisethurst- Road, 
Orpington, Kent BR6 0DG 

AtoZ of 
software 

When you've been from Arcadia 

to Zip Zap and Zzoom, what do 

you do for an encore? The two 7x 

are the titles of Imagine’s first 
two games for the 48K Spectrum, 
and they'll be in the shops soon 

Zip Zap puts you in control 
of a defective robot, trying 10 

he safety of a Tele Portal in 

face of epposition: fron 
Its author is a new arrival at 

Imagine, lan Weatherburn, who 

joined the company in April. But 
Eugene Evans’ position as 
17-year-old programming pro- 

digy is safe — lan is all of 19. 
Zzoom isagame with amore 

enemy intent on wiping them all 
ut. It was writen by the grand 
old man of the company 
36-year-old John Gibson, author 
of Molar Maul 

was provided by Gary 
McNamara, 18, and Steve 
Blower, 33, from Imagine’s very 
‘own studio, Studio Sting 

Both games will be packaged 
in Imagine’s new-style cassette 
boxes. Not only that, but the 
Zzoom boxes even have & Latin 
inscription — Nomen Ludi, or 
“the name of the game" to you. 
They'll sell for £5.50, like the rest 
of Imagine’s range. 

But there’s no need to feel 
inferior if you don’t understand 
Latin — neither does Imagine. 
The motto was translated for 
them by the Classics department 
at Merchant Taylors’ School 
Liverpool 

And the answer to the 
original question could be that 
the company plans to start again 
from A, Tannched along with 
Zip Zap and 770m is a version 
of Arcadia for the Commodore 
64, re-written and enhanced by 
Eugene Evans himself 
Imagine, Masons Buildings, EX 
change Street Fast, Liverpool 12 
3PN 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 
new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 
Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 
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6 NEW GAMES FOR YOUR 
commodore Gt 

NTERCEPTOR SEND S.A.E. 
Micros ee FOR FULL LIST OF GAMES 

commodore Gt 

( N 
ie 

FROGGER 64 

SPRITE MAN 
2% e. 

i 
— NEW VIC 20 GAMES 

iz STOP PRESS 1 NEW VI 

petencertor 
WORD HANGER pen 

INTRUDERS 

= a] 
NEW GAME FOR YOUR BBC MODEL B 

alsials 

BE 

‘Send Cheque/P.0. 

Postage & Packing ce 
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Lock away 
your micro 

Is your family starting to 
complain about your micro and 
its accessories taking over the 
living room? The Micro Tidy 
from Abacus is designed to get 
you back in their good books 

It comesin two models, to sit 

‘on a desk or stand alone, and has 
lockable compartments for micro 
and cassette recorder, ¢ 

and The manuals cables 
television stands on top. 

The basic version costs £60 
and the free-standing version 
costs £80. 
Abacus Marketing, Abacu 
House, 60 Barcourne, Worcester 
WRIIJA 

The Micro Tidy tidies up your micro 

2X computers 
get a voice 

You may not be able to talk to 
your ZX81 or Spectrum, but it 
Will at least be able to talk to you, 
using the ZXS Speech Synthesiser 
from Timedata, 

Atthe heart of the ZXSis the 
SP-0256 chip, which produce 
basic speech sounds called 
allophones. The ZXS can be pro- 
grammed to combine these 
allophones to. produce a wide 
range of English words and some 

Timedata’s ZXS 

The result can be fed eithe 
toa normal audi 
the loudspeaker in a sc 
such as Timedata’s ZXM 

Looking rather like a i6K 
RAMpack, the ZXS has an edge 
connector to allow othe 
to be piggybacked on to it 

Timedata reckons that at 
£32.50, $ the cheape 
thesiser around. 
Timedata, 16 Hemmells, High 
Road, Laindon, Basildon, Esse 
SSIS 6ED 

voice for ZX computers 

| Give micro 
| addictsa 
| fair dealer 
| 11's hard life being a computer addict. You sit at home typing, or 
reading specialist magazines like this one, and then — you spot an 
| ad for a new computer shop near your home 
| Excited at the prospect of trying out that new joystick, or that 
new game with the super smooth graphics, or just a chat with a 
fellow enthusiast, you rush out at once. You return home shortly 
afterwards, downcast. The shop was a washout — no new pro 
grams, no joysticks, and a sales assistant who might as well have 

| been selling double glazi 
Could this be you? Judging by the letters in the computer 

‘magazines, which tell of one sob story after another, [should think 
it quite likely 

oooo°o 
What on earth is the point of computer shops if people like ‘myself can't try out new products? When even programs can cost 

around £8 each, us teenagers (who after all constitute the majority 
of home computers enthusiasts, or so the media would have us 
believe) with limited budgets can't afford 1o buy a bad program. 

It has been debated, ad nauseam, whether or not software 
libraries or the Buy and Try scheme provide a solution. If our local 
computer shops were doing their job, this debate would be un 
necessary. Any program could be iested before being bought. 

Out of 12 well-advertised stores and specialist shops in my 
area, not one stocks what the adssay it should, or anything like a de: 

| cent’ supply of software. I live in Harrow, but I buy my software 
from a shop in Exeter, which is helpful, knowledgeable, and gives 
very fast service (four days after ordering three programs, they ar 
rived, with an apology for the delay!) 

e000 
Of course, events such as the Microfairs and the Home Com 

puter Fair fulfill the same function. But they're only held from time 
fo time, and not everyone can afford to go to them. 

Software companies themeselves could help, by giving clearer 
indications of what the program is like, what language it is written 
in, etc, so that customers are less likely to buy a program they don't 
want. 

ooo0°o 
For example, I saw the ad for Ultimate’s two games, Psst and 

Jet Pac, and decided against buying them. I then saw them at the 
ZX Microfair, and have since bought them both! 

Software houses do themselves as well as their customers a 
great disservice by advertising their programs in a misleading way 
as so many (and I don’t mean Ultimate now) do. For an arcade 
game to be exciting and fast enough, it really needs to be in machine 
code — a fact generally accepted by everyone but the smaller soft. 
ware companies. But once bitten by a misleading ad, buyers will be 
twice shy of going to the same company again. 

In HCW 15, news of GOSH — the Group of Software Houses 
— was announced. I hope that GOSH’s members will take note of 
this plea for improvement. Otherwise, I fear that the sudden expan 
sion of the software market will stop, and the trend may reverse. 
Bad dealers and software must not be allowed to be spoil it for 
everyone else 

David Lester 
Student 
Pinner, Middlesex 

© This space if for you to sound off about the micro scene, to 
present bouquets or to hurl brickbats. Share your views by 
sending them to Paul Liptrot, Opinion, Home Computing 

Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. Please 
include your occupation and your interest in computing 
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“THE” 

MIDDLESEX 
MICROCOMPUTER 

CENTRE 

£ £ 
4400 14600 

rile 38.00 18300 
AUK 2800 35500 

3800 33100 
12800 330.00 

ORIC-1 48K + SOFIWARE 16800 22000 
DRAGON 168.00 28500 
BOL H 32k 39800 8 MONITORS FROM. 
VILcOSTARTERPALA 13800 AL. Prien 23000 
Vic 20 16h RAM 3600 
WiC 20 32K RAM 4300 #2 cs 
COMMODORE 64 295.00 SFOR 
‘IARI VCS CONSOLE 8500 MOADICTS Fk 
AIARLAOOUNCL BASIC) 148.00 Wo 
‘ATAR 800 48K 29800 e100 
EPSON HK20 16K CT ican svn ct MoS. a CORIO CL TO 

a fue von NoeTNOGD 264 FOR FRE UST «PRES TODAY Feecona vorPes or nrc Awan ea Pag OTS TRADE QUIS WELCOME ABSOLUTELY NO HWM ORDER 
ASS WAGATOMD aMROAOMES AT CD 

SCREENS 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

‘6 MAIN AVENUE MOOR PARK. NORTHOOD, MIDDLESEX TEL: NORTHWOOD 20664 

CHALICE 
Can you retrieve 
the golden 

BOMBER 
Bomb away the 
Skyscrapers 10 
form a runway. 
before lack of 
fuel causes princess 
you fo crash 

£4:95 £495 4:95 
All prices include VAT. Please add 50p p&p to orde 

Orders over £6 post free, Send cheque or P.O. or tel 
Access, Barci nmediate despatch, Send s.2.¢. for list. 

APEX SOFTWARE 
115 CRESCENT DRIVE SOUTH, BRIGHTON BN 

SORCERER'S 
CASTLE 
40 locations to 
explore, can you 
rescue the 

chalice from the 
tuined temple 

jeard for 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

541 MEADOWCROFT, RADCLIFFE, MANCHESTER. M26 OJP TEL: 0614 724 8622 

VIC-20 SOFTWARE 
QUALITY ARCADE 

Munch Man. Must be one of the best versions of this popular 
atvade game 3 lives, bonus fruit, power pills and 4 very in 
telligent ghosts. Price only £5:00 
Scrambler. Race along the alien planets surface, bombing the 
fuel dumps and launching rockets, avoiding the asteroid 
clouds and mountain peaks, Price only £5:00 
Galaxions, Shoots down the alien invaders, but beware of 
the swooping atiackers. Prive only £5:00 
Asteroyds. Your ship is lust in an asteroid field, your only 
hope is to blast the oucoming asteroids. Price £5:00 
Gun Fight. Be quick on the draw, shoot your partner before he 
shoots you. a game of skill for 2 players. Only £5:00 
Super Breakout. Lhe old favourite arcade game brought back 
to lite. Knock out a full wail to ga anotner Only £3.00 

All orders sent by return post. 
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AC LION GAMES FOR THE UNEXPANDED VIC-20 

Cosmic Fire Birds. (8K oF 16K) Ihis uiust be the most spee 
tacular arcade action game, ever to be produced on cassette for 
the 8 or 16K expanded VIC-20. As captain of a star ship lost in 
space you encounter a miraculous force of winged creatures, 
known to the galaxy as the Cosmic Fire Birds. 
loop, the figure of eight 

They loup the 
they swoop, they dive, can you sur 

vive. Full screen display, 99 progressive levels of play, $ lives 
bonus ship at 5,000 points, swa leaders, 
hawks. Price only £9:95 

bowers, 

All our gaines are wrilica entirely in 100% machine code 
superb colour graphics and sound 
Available mail order from the above address. 
Als Mico CM 
Bolton, Miiw Novi 

available from nichest B&B Compurers 
Bury aud 50H all goud Compare shops. 

Trade enquiries welcome. 



Ti -99/4A PROGRAM 

Can you save Miss 
Muffet from the spider? 

Hints on conversion 
‘The program should be con- 

vertible for use on any computer 
with user-defined characters. 

CALL CHAR (ASCII code 
number, hexadecimal string) 
Defines characters used in the 
program. The hexadecimal 
string describes the pattern to 
be given to the character with 
ASCII code stated. 

CALL HCHAR (row number, 
column number, ASCII code, 
number of repetitions) Places 
‘character on screen at row and 
column specified, and 
repeates it horizontally the 
number of times stated. If this 
fourth value is omitted then 
the character is displayed only 
once, The character used is the 
‘one whose ASCII code ap- 
pears in the command. 

CALL VCHAR (row number, 
column number, ASCII code, 
number of repetitions) Works 
in the same way as CALL 
HCHAR only repeats. ver 
tically instead of horizontally. 

CALL GCHAR (row number, 
column number, numeric, 
numeric variable) Equivalent 
of PEEK, assigns ASCII code 
of character at row and col 
umn stated to numeric 
variable. 

CALL CLEAR Clears the screen 

CALL SCREEN (Colour code) 
Specifies screen colour, usit 
colour code, 

CALL COLOR (character set 
number, foreground colour 
code, background colour 
code) Specifies foreground 
and background colours for 
all characters in set stated, 

CALL SOUND (duration, tre- 
quency, volume) Produces 
sound with duration, frequen- 
cy, and volume specified. 
Duration is in milliseconds, 
frequency in Hertz (or noise 
code), and volume in. scale 
from 0 loudest to 30 quietest 

CALL KEY (key unit, k,s) 
Equivalent of INKEYS in 
other computers, returns code 
if key pressed in variable k 

Poor Miss Muffet. She's been 
chased by a spider into a 
labyrinth. It's up to you to 

guide her to the golden door. 
Lance Booth wrote this 

program for the standard 
TI-99/4A 

In this game of luck, skill and 
judgement, an evil spider has 
chased Miss Muffet into a 
labyrinth, which is about to fill 
with deadly green slime. Can you 
help her to escape in time? 

You must guide her — using 
the four arrow keys with the 
alpha lock button down 
through the labyrinth to the 
golden door, the only way out 

The spider is patrolling the 
passages of the labyrinth, spin. 
ing webs to block Miss Muffet's 

How it works 
130-250 define character 

colours 
260 sets screen colour to black 
270-310 ass 

variables 
320 clears screen 
330 asks for tin 
340 clear 
350-450 display labyrinth 
460 displays Miss Mutt 
470 displays Golden Do 
480-780 m 
490-770 

500-510 & 750 con’ 

hecks keyboard 
0 clears old 

540-610 check for me 
620-660 check new scree 

670 displays new player 
680 adds one to penalty 
690 tests Timit is exceed 
700-710 check new spider posit 

720-740 move spider 
760 displays web 
790-810 touched the wall 
820-890 eaten by spider 
900-920 trapped in a web 
930-990 ran out of time 
1000-1060 play music 
1070-1220 escape 
1230-1250 display message 
1260-1280 want to play again? 

escape. Don’t let the spider catch 
Miss Muffet or it will devour h 

Take care not to let he 
wught in h the 

walls of the labyrinth which are 
covered with the spider's venom. 

You set your own difficulty 

a web or to to 

level, when line 330 asks for your 
time limit. This sets the limit at 
which the program leaves the 
game loop from line 690, and 
moves to the out of time routine 
at line 930. A time limit of 150 
could be quite a challenge to start 
with, even if you get the right 
breaks. 

Once you've had some prac 
tice, trying to work down to a 
limit oF 100 becomes an addic 
tion, 

A variation on the game, 
where the spider can be made to 
move from bottom to top, in 
stead of top to bottom, can be 
achieved by changing line 490 
from FOR SR =3 TO 23 STEP 2 
to FOR SR=23TO3STEP ~2 

110 REM BY LANCE BOOTH 
12@ REM SET CHARACTERS 
13@ CALL CHARC 41, "FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF" > 

CALL CHAR( 43, "163C7E183C7E1816" > 
CALL CHAR( 128, "183C7EFFFFFFFFFF" > 
CALL CHAR( 136, "7ESA7E7ERSASASAS" > 
CALL CHAR 152, "18187E1A3C7EZ424" ) 
REM SET COLOURS 
CALL COLOR(13,12,1) 
CALL COLOR(14,15,1> 
CALL COLOR( 15, 10,1 
CALL COLOR(16, 11,1 
FOR I=2 TO 8 
CALL COLOR(1,3,1) 
NEXT I 
CALL SCREENC2 > 
MR=23 

c= 

SCORES 
RANDOMIZE 
DO=INTC 294RND 242 
CALL CLEAR 
INPUT "WHAT IS YOUR TIME LIMIT? 
"sLIMIT 
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34@ CALL 
350 REM 

CLEAR 
SET SCREEN 
HCHARC 2, 1,144,525 HCHARC 24, 1,144,925 VCHARC 1,1,144,24) VCHARC 1,32, 144,24) HCHAR( 1.1,43,32> 412 FOR ROW=4 To 22 EP 2 428 CALL HCHARC ROW, 1,144,325 430 X=INTC 29%*RND +2 

435 Z= INTC 29%RND 2+2 448 CALL HCHARC ROW, x 
445 CALL HCHARC ROW, 2 

32> 
+32) 

450 NEXT ROHARCMR, MC) 152) 

549 IF K<>83 THEN 568 

I aric-1 
see Te K< 968 THEN 588 

5 MCenc+L 

300 IF K<269 THEN 688 

A 

598 MR=Mp—y 
Se@ IF k<>88 THEN 629 610 MRenR+) 
628 CALL Go 
630 IF GeT= 
S48 IF GeT= 
650 IF GeT= 

728 CALL HCH 
738 CALL sow 
74@ CALL HCH 

NDS 188, 118,05 IARC SR» SC, 92> 
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978 GOosuB 1809 462 CALL vere 2, DC, 128) soe Goro te gst ime KILLED MISS MUFFET” TEA eee ser 2 | | Fete FE rae Re: 23” 
=~ 28 WminTe 294RNO +2 1820 FOR C1 To 19 

pee eae iy 
1838 CALL soUND< +528, TONE,@ > Bes ORL i tacte,cey | | tage Soe. SR2O 7S 530 CALL HCH 

ee 

1968 RE 
1079 NO 

758 NEXT sc 
768 CALL HCHARC SR, SC, 42 y 778 NEXT sp 
788 GOTO 4sq 792 GOSUB 1¢99 828 MS="MIS5 MUFF 

38 
ET TOUCHED THE WALL» 

87@ GOSUB 1G99 Son MER"THE SPIDER ATE miss 892 GOTO 123g vs 908 GOosuUB 1620 910 MS="MISs MUFF 328 GOTO 1239 

NUFFET" 

ers TRAPPED IN Aq WEB" 

STEP -2 »2,41,30) 

TURN 
TE=118 

FOr 
ci 

232 

sz) hai MUFFE 

CORE 

7 ESCAPED c 
HCHARS 1+ 

Ni 
WELL DOr < 

R "5S ae score 1S 
3" 

"PENALTY POINT 
52,32) ARC 9 2 A 2) 

"4,42,322 
Dis) 

sy M8 
* 10 Ord ASE SEGS 

CH 
ioe 

: ay AGAIN?" *A 
HEN 2 

"THEN 1262 

y1909 



ARCADE ACTION - ORIC-1 - ADVENTURES 

DINKY KONG ORICADE a ore 
PEI ARCAI i SUPER M/C ARCADE  Assombler/Diassembles, "cn you suns encounter with 

the monsters of Middle-Earth? 
Will the wizard help you? Are 
you fated to dies beside the 
sealed doors? Or have you the 
power to open them? Unless you 

You wont see a better game for —_You can’t program seriously dears eal nner eave 
the Ori without Oricade. 

*Author — Adrian Sheppard. 

© Skill Levels, Full Colour, 
Platforms, Ladders, Fire-balls, ‘@ Handles full 6502 mnemonics. 
Rolling Barrels, Umbrellas, Features Save & Reload M/C 
Hearts, Hall of Fame, Sound ‘Assembles & Disassembles at Effects. any address 

*Author — Adrian Sheppard. *Now available from branches of 

JOGGER GRAIL sDeeied aicier wea 
For 48K £6.95 inc. For 48K £8.95 inc. excellent trade terms. 
REAL M/C ARCADE ACTION Exciting Graphic Adventure *Ask for Severn Software at your 
© 4 Screens, Skill Levels, Full Where in the Castle Perilous is local computer: store, 

ur, Road, Cars, Lorries, the Holy Grail? Gather armour ~ 
River, Crocs, Logs, Hall of Fame, and weapons to fight monsters.! please send me your 
Sound Effects. Sell treasure to a trader in Formy OrloT 

exchange for strength potions 
Perspire your way up the screen. ang wound ointment. Fenclose cheque! P.O. for £. 

*Author — Where will the warp take 
Adrian Sheppard. —_you to? This is a test of skill, | NAME 

luck, logic & intelligence. eS 

program, 

Post Code 
SEVERN SOFTWARE new 

& School Crescent. Lydney, Glos. GLIS STA 

CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

SERVICE 
No order too large or too small. Fast 
efficient service using only the latest 

studio equipment 
need cassette copies in a hurry? 

We can provide a super-fast service at 
a slight extra cost try us! We aim to 

please. 
Delivery at cost 

Blank C12 Cassette Tapes 34p plus 
VAT, also Cassette Labels at £2.75 + 

VAT per 100. 

JLC 
49 Castle St., 

Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S70 INT 
Phone: 0226 87707 

As we try to maintain a fast service we ita on Lemaeney rp benpea ipomer ogy} | 
cannot accommodate visitors and telephone Pape peachy vate ee 

enquiries preferred after 6pm. 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

pleting a level, you enter a more 
difficult one 

Your ship hasa very positive 
feel, with missiles and bombs 
operated by the joystick button 

Airstrike 
Atari 400/800 

£14.95 
English Software, 50 Newton St, 
Piccadilly, Manchester 

Airstrike seems popular as a 
demonstration at shows, and | 
[can see why. It's a very good im- 
plementation of the arcade game 
Seramble 

There are all the usual ob: 
jects — rockets, fuel and ammo 
dumps, mine storms, enemy air 
craft and airlocks to be blasted 
through with the famous scram: 
ble landscape of rugged terrain 

Atter com: 

Skramble 
vic-20 
£5.99 

Rabbit, 380 Station Road, Har 
row, Middx HAI 2DE 

similarity between 
his game and that of 
arcade game 

e name of 
popular 

This is no mistake! 

and shooting things. There is no 
division of control between the 
gun and the bomb; fire one and 
you drop the other 

The enemy consi 
appear 
lavatory 

of wha 
to be free-standi 

buildings with 

of th 
limited. 

Leet 
shoul 

row, Middx HAT 2DE 

1 reckon it’s @ pretty £00 

patrolling the rocky ran 

distant planet when who 

‘appear but etc, ete 

Arcade games provide 

Nae eat extent been Over 

you're agai 

ould 

sof 
copy 

inst 
pla 

a 
ames (0 

val 

have toa gi 
come by adapti 
‘come in waves, and 

Some of you may have noticed a 

Across an alien landscape 
flies our hero, dropping bombs 

zi f pleasure 

clone, and cade of space inv 
gone cr 

and the space bar. Fuel, score, re 
maining bombs and missiles and 
ships are all shown during play 
The balance of 
lesson to others, 

MF, 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

xk kk 

le rockets are launched 
space ship, which seems to be oil 
fired, as it is large tanks of this 
that we must hit in order to keep 
fuel up. 

There are some pretty 
spiders to shoot next, and then 
the game gets difficult 

I liked this game but it is 
rather flawed by the 
system. Cumulative score is kept 
on the screen all through the 
game and then it disappears! 

TD. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for 

.¢ defending space ship ts 

his is a very well 
ame, and one thal 

deal of 
However, 

iid provide @ gr 
Mo Pfor many of its Pur 

sounds likea whole ar 
fader machin 
snot hold that azy, butl 

ructions 
yability 
phics 
jue for money 

=a presented 
jand plays 

Legends in 
their own 
lifetime 

Invaders, Scramble, Defender, 
Preppie — names that have 

gone down in microcomputer 
mythology 

Numerous 
revenge 

Preppie 1 is coy once 
musi ie an anes PEAK be janis levels, The hisres Puls everyting Simply the ‘best 

and pletely new has meredible 
With Le 

‘ach of 
From Ata id colour, imail order comp, 

A cartoon 

Were catchin 
Overcash Ama sworth 

‘umber | ; in ime the owner furious his P 
ainting Klzes, Whilst 1 with fined from p, and fir 

100% 
100% 
990%, 

100% he 
reppie St mazes are 

AWE Goin Orie-T ea fi 
ZZ 

Hasn‘t Arcadi: 

n this and the origi 

809% 

value for money 90% 
done well? There 

difference bet 

me is colourful, with 
f subdued, sound. The 

ys are well chosen, and 
require any complicated 
gymnastics when the ac 

tion hots up. 
On-screen instructions are 

good and unstuffy, the game is 
ully crash-proofed and_ well: 

The hi 
une wh 

h score flashes 
1 you beat it 

RS. 
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© Compatible with Spectrum, 2X81, Jupiter Ace 
@2 Independent Fire Buttons 
@8 Directional Microswitched action 
@ Plugs into edge connector 
@ interface complete with edge connector 
@Atari joystick compatible 
@ Joystick with Interface £29.90 

Name, 
Address... 

Please send me: 7 
nmdoystick, interface, and tape @ £29.90. | 
SpectrumC] 2x81L) Jupiter AceL) -L ae ] 

interface and tape @ £24.00 fe 
SpectrumL] 2x810) Jupiter AceL) 

joysticks @ £7.00..... 
Spectrum(] 2x81) Jupiter ‘AceC] 

Total including VAT 

At last! A joystick that works! 
Cambridge Computing bring you the first intelligent joystick. 
Works on all existing software - regardless of which keys the program 
uses. No need for specially written software. Features include 

NUMBER 
ONE FOR 
THE 
DRAGON! 

Teeth" Neves reviews, advice. DRAGONWARE 

Annual Membership 
(£8.00 overseas) or i 
Trial Sub. £3.25 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON 
PO BOX 4, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DE6 1AQ 

Tel: ASHBOURNE 44626 

es 

€( CAMBRIDGE Come 

Enquiries from dealers, 
are welcome, ring 
Anita Kirkland on 

0223-522905 

Please make cheques 
and P.O.s payable to: 
Cambridge Computing, PCT 
1 Benson Street 
Cambridge CB4 304. 

The 
for Your 

SINCLAIR DRAGON SPECTRUM 

je 
siness 

PRICE LIST 

PURCHASE LEDGER: 

SALES LEDGER: 

COMBINED DATABASE 

MICROLYMPICS | 

MICROLYMPICS 2 
ALL TAPES COME WITH FREE BACK UP TAPE IN 

2S Use so 

AND RECEIVE MICROLYMPICS H OR. a a ONLY 
£2-95 (10 ACTION PACKED GAMES ON EACH _ 1) 

INCLUDED ‘ 

PACK DEALERS SEND FOR OUR TRADE 

PART OF INTERLEVEL CONTROL LTD. 
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48K Spectrum 

A graphic simulation of man’s ultimate endeavour! 

Stake your claim to the Top of the World in this strategic vertical adventure. Aim 
to conquer the 29,141’ summit of the world’s highest peak ... struggle from base 
camp to base camp ... survive the elements ... watch out for avalanches, thin ice 
and wayward sherpas ... 3 
encounter abominable are we So > 
snowmen and cross Fe ‘eS = CreditCard 
bottomless crevasses! Sale 0628 21107 
A game of skill, 
strategy and 
planning for those 
with a head for 
heights! 

Only : 
£6.50 

48K 
SPECTRUM 

Canyouwrite — ~ 
games like this? 
If so, why not +" 
senda sample— f° 
we offer generous fy % 
cash rewards! 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
WRITE OR RING JOHN SALTHOUSE ON 0628 21107 



SS SS Se 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

p 

1000-1040 check fr and adjust " 2000-2030 mon 
mb h core accordingly 

Ng for any PAPER ot 2040-2160 is bomb 
ion. of 

Dit sea bottom explode bomb es roduce new be 
ached and return { 

omb Wend of gam 4000-4060 bom 
routine 

e questions explosion sub 

Save the Fleet puts you in charge 
of @ gun-sight with which you 
must aim and shoot down the 
bombs that are dropping on your 
fleet of ships. 

The four arrow keys (5,6,7 
and 8) control the gunsight move- 
ment with the F key being used 
for the fire button, 

The bombs will appear ran- 
domly across the screen and at 
varying heights, thus increasing 
the uncertainty during the total 
attack of 50 bombs. 

Scores in the game are ac- 
cumulated by intercepting the 
bomb, with a higher score, the 
higher up the screen the bomb is 
hit, If you are too slow and a 
bomb hits a ship then you lose $0 
points. 

In order to maximise the 
speed of gun-sight movement 
whilst maintaining bomb move- 
ment and to overcome the pro- 
blem of the Spectrum screen 
layout, a few interesting techni- 
ques have been employed. 

Just you and your Spectrum can 
defend the fleet against a rain 
Of bombs in Susan Kennedy's 

program 

ET 
P 55s) 255 " 

Cr) 

wae 

bobo 

10 

> ONO 
WEPIwrO 

+ Aesreat: 123266 READ A: POKE I,A 
NeXT os LET BSC=o LET sC=0: 

Ize BENDSEI“Enns Lock 
POKE 23656,6 

ARO DA 

md +28 

ers, Bsc<sc ter ?Fas8: 
K @: PAPER S. 

TPE Se20°_ Ler 
FOR I=19 TO 22 
PRINT 1,0; 

S99G5099900509 LET Bsc=sc TEENCLEL. PPEF®Sce 
Po OOVOTeGHeoo ysis 

wm WYN PRR EE ae OD HS 8699 5 NEXT paau SHIPS-ATTR 42 

Your mission: 
save the fleet 

sight movement loop approx- 
imately every 400 msec by testing 
for a difference of 20 in the least 
significant time frame byte from 
the time of the last bomb move- 
ment 

This is less accurate than us 
ing all three time frame bytes, but 
much faster, and the occasional 
quick movement of the bomb is 
not noticeable in the overall ef- 
fect 

The time that could be taken 
to detect a hit on one of the ships 
would be slow if one had to 
search an array of screen loca- 
tions. 

This problem is neatly over 
come by giving the ships a unique 
character attribute (41) and as 
much a hit can be detected by 
simply checking the attribute of 
the next bomb position. Once a 
hit has been established there is 
no longer the need to save time 
and a search can be made to find 
which ship was hit 

This game is fairly simple in 
concept and is aimed at showing 
that by giving thought to time 

Variables 
SC current score 
BSc best score 
(5) array of ship locations 
Teurrent system time 
‘T2 system time at last bomb 

move 
X.Y target sight sereen position 
‘Comb left count 
X2,¥2 bomb screen position 
AS input key pressed 

saving an arcade game can be 
written in BASIC. However, pro: 
viding the time available to mov 
ing the gunsight is maintained, 
many improvements could be 
made such as: 
@ Slow down bomb movement 
but increase the number of 
simultaneous bombs. 
@ Introduce graphic 
from the ships 
© Introduce random explosive 
flashes on the screen aimed at 
confusing the player. 

I recommend that you first 
type in and run lines 10-S0, which 
set up the user-defined graphics. 
This will aid you when typing in 
the graphic lines in the rest of the 
program. 

The graphics are: A bomb, B 
gunsight, CDE ship, FGH sub- 

nes of fire 

The program leaves the gun 
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SR RE SE EEA LA EE 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

2040 Go 
“ 2000 Tr 58,298 

38-34; 2010 PRINT AT 
38% i6;, 3925 REM MOUE 

28% PRINT 2155; * 3920 Ler NOwxosd 
50a PRINT AT 21,26, 2040 TF ATTA (xe TH QPAPER 5 310 INK @: PAPER 7 = FO 2350) XB, v Os oes SHEN Go 
32@ PRINT AT @,16; “HIGH SCORE= 288s BER aa eee Bee 

ste @ FOR T=1 FOG 2 PRINT AT_X,Y: 2072 FOR Jao 
; = =@ TO 2 eS B08@ IF v2=8(5)+5 THEN Go TO 2aa 
@,0;SC 

2090 Next 

ION OF BOMB = 
PO TNB SS) d+: LET 3788 NEXT 

ee 3120 Flash; SORE SHIP 
TO 3000 3138 

2149 FLASH 6: T AT X.Y nies man ; 

Ete mae 2188 PRINT Ar Xe7s'r) i INK © 
420 IF _AS="7" print at x.¥ | | 2158 LErpacasc-86~ | Re 

ie yet ahah print aT x,¥ | [3288 PRINT Ar 22,72, 298 

is y 2195 FR = 
reascs* 3200 TE", 3EST FOR SEA Botron S55" "THEN PRINT AT X.Y 8 449 TF fees" Fo-a0g *2<>21 THEN PAPER So go 2210 

Oo TO 1000 

ET 2 
M TIME TOLHOUS PAen Go TO 

IF INKEY$="Y" THEN 
3020 IF x ="N" 3238 20 TO"SSig N" THEN NEW 3995 REM BOMB 4000 FLASH t: BATSAETON S20 GO TO 400 

T FOR HIT 

325 SEMX.2ESx Then Go TO 408 
3 iF yacoY THEN GO TO 490 
Cy 
2 

4008 Co BEAScHINT (1007x2) 

They’re here... 

W° Space Zombies 

yo 
finances driving you mad? 

Do you find that working out your | In addition the ability to 
finances makes your head buzz? | search, locate, delete or 
Do you see red? correct previous entries. List 
Don't worry. now youcanhave | bycategory facility is included, 
Hilton's Personal Banking Additional Bank Reconciliation 

PPPeeTeeTa | System on your side, giving you | module available to 
a clear head start and matically match your Bank SELLER Bop efully) putting you back Statement to your Personal 

EEE | into the black! Banking System account. Maintain permanent records Full instructions included and and fully detailed statements of | guaranteed after sales your finances including: maintenance provided. 
+ All cheque book transactions | PBS ZX61 £8.05 (16K) 
and bank receipts *ZX SPECTRUM £9.95 (48K) ding order payments | DRAGON £9.95 (32K) 
Automatically Processed enh recaociatio for wse 
(monthly. quarterly. six-monthly | As or annually and for set number | ORDER» 

for 16K/48K Spectrum 

Hilton Computer Ser 
14 Avalon Road, 

Orpington, Kent BR6 9AX 
+ YOUR Pus 1s NEVER OUT OF DATE + 

Milaogen, Dept Al, 24 Agar Crescent, Bracknell, Berisha 
Access or Visa Cat telephone (05364) 2731 
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4, t , eZ 

WINDOW ON ANOTHER WORLD 
eZ ANS 

SSS CCC Nines 
Le EGS: 

SIR 

RES 

o ! 

NEW RELEASES 
FOR DRAGON 32 FROM 

@ ay __«(_y 

xX) 
= 
<= 

—/—, 
RS 

YS SS 

aS 
L— 52 

XR 
ORR 
=/- 
SX rl << =x 

< x 
jI—_ == 

aa ~n, 
= 

S a 

= 

——— 

x4 f= 

~T << 

XK 
SX 

Sy 
SX 

— 
omen gt 

DS, 



DRAGON PROGRAM 

The object of Dragatak is to 
shoot down as many aliens as you 
can as they try to move erratically 
up the screen and past your space 
station. 

You have control of 
horizontal movement through 
the right hand joystick, but don't 
get too close as you shoot or you 
may collide! 

You score 100 or more 
points for each alien you destroy 
depending on how far away they 
‘are when you hit them. 

The game ends when: 
© Ten aliens have got past you or 
@ You have run out of plasma 
bolts or 

© You collide with an alien 
There is a continuous read- 

out at the bottom of the screen 
showing, from right to left, the 
number of lives the aliens have 
left; your current score; and the 
number of plasma bolts you have 
left 

Variables 
Arrays 
SSP space station graphic (base) 
BL/LB blanking graphics 
EX explosion graphic 
‘TH alien graphics 
No to N9 numeral graphics for 

score dispaly 

previous position = 
PB number of plasma bolts 

remaining 
LLY number of lives remaining 

Plasma 
bolts at the 

ready 

Those aliens are at it again. See 
how many you can blast into 
oblivion in Brian Hughes’ game 

for the Dragon 

1@ PMODE 3:PCLS3:CLEAR 200,31999 
2@ GOSUB1@9¢'GOSUB720'GOSUB 125 
3@ FOR I=1 TO S@/PSETCRNOC 256 )~1.RND 
ext I 
4@ POKE &HFFD7,0)SCREENI. 
5@ MINT JOVSTKCQ)¥3. 79> 
60 IF X=x1 THEN 90 
7@ PUTCX1,89-CX1413,7 9, LB, PSET 
GQ PUTCX,02-CX+15,72/SP,PSET  X1™: 
9@ IF P8<1 THEN GOTO 230 
100 BH=PEEK( 
110 IF BHO>2 
120 PB=PS-1 
130 PUT(234, 1842-241 
2Q=2:GOTO 530 

5288 ANOS 
THEN GOTO 230 

191 

(FF 
<Q THEN WFSFX 

Be wise 38 ene es 
360 EI GOSUS 620/698 

140 COLOR 2,3 
15@ NK=160 

IF X+7<XF THEN 190 
IF X47 XF47 THEN 190 
Nkevr+a 
LINE X+7-82-¢K+7,.NK 
LINECX4+7,NK9-CM47,8 

UND 198, 1 
IF NK<>168 THEN 388 
PUTCXF, YF 2 MF47, YF+7 >, BL. PSET 
IF YF27 THEN 
IF XF> X+15 TH 7] 
IF MF THEN 
GoTo 448 
GETC FM. FY CF X# 
PUTCFX, FY 2-CFX*7. T 

HOME COMPUTING WEI 

How it works 
a backer 

140-2 
heck fort 

230-290 check 

W370 move alien. 

380-420, mah 

po, Multi 

440-480 

Js klaxon edure; then sou 
490-510 

in $80-610 
520-710 update 

urrent score 
720-990 sets up all the graphic 

arrays to be used in ‘put/get 
in loop 

play 
resets 

variable 
Checks for running 

and display: 

operations in the 
1000-1080 **do you want 

variables if answer is yes 
1090-1230 fill screen. with 

playing instructions. There is 
adelay loop at 1220 whi 
be altered if wished 

1250-1290 sets up machine code 
routine for scr 

Hints on conversion 
Not recommended! Definitely a 
case for writing your own ver- 
sion. If you have a machine that 
supports user defined graphics 
and allows text on graphic screens 
then you could construct a more 



760 FOR I= 2 TO 19/FOR J= 2 TO 3:PSETCI)J,4)/NED 
T Jul 
770 FOR 124 TO 11:FOR J= 4 10 S)PSETCI,J/4?/NEXT 
wt 
780 FOR I= 6 TO 9'PSETCI,.4):NEXTI 
799 FOR I=7 TO 8'PSETCI,7/4)°NEXT I 
88 GET¢@,99-¢15,7),SP,G'PCLS3 
819 GETCO,0)-¢7. 72, BL-G!PCLSS' GETC@.8)~<15, LB 
2G'PCLS3 
828 FOR I= 3 TO 4) PSET(1,8,1):NEXTI'FOR ToS 
PSETC1,1,1)/NEXTI ! FORI#2TO3' FORJ=1T0S'PSETS J, 1» 

1) :NEXTJ, 1 
830 FOR I= 4 TO S:FOR Jez TO S/PSETC,1,12/NEXTS 
a1 
840 FOR I= @ TO 1:PSETCI+1,6,1)/PSETCI+5,6,19/NE 
XTT 
858 FOR I=@ TO 7*PSETCI,7,12:NEXT I 
860 
878 
Tae 
890 
899 

GET¢,82-<7,7 >, THG'PCLS3 
FOR Im 1 TO 34:PSETCRND(B2-1-RNOC 6 >-1,2)/NEX 

GET(0,02-¢7,7),E%)G'PCLS3 
FOR I=0 TO 6 STEP 2)PSE 1,0,2>sPSETCI 

2-7 sN@,G: POLS 
PIPSETC4,1,2)'NEXT 1'GETC®,02-¢7. 

I 
920 GET (0.0)-¢ 
910 FOR I=0 TO 
7)/NL+G‘PCLS3 
920 FOR I=0 TO 6 STEP 2:PSETCI,0.2):PSET(1,3/2) 
PSETCI,7,29:NEXT T?FOR It TO a:PSETCS,1,2:PSET 
€0,143,2)'NEXT 1/GETC8,O2-¢7,7)-N2/G*PCLSS 
930 FOR I=@ TO 6 STEP 2:PSET(I,0,2)/PSETC1 3.2 
PSETCI/7-2)'NEXT I'FOR I=0 TO 2 
1/GETCB,Q)-¢7,72,N3,G!PCLS3 

940 FOR 1=@ TO 6 STEP 2:FS 
=O TOS:PSETCO, 1,2) PSETCS, 12 
T TiGETCO,09-¢7. 7 2/N4,G: POLS: 
950 FOR Ia 6 STEP 2:PSET¢I Pst 
PSETCI,7,2):NERT I)FOR I= TO 3\PSETCO, I 
(6, 144,2)/NEXT ['GETCB,O2-C7.7)/N5/G 
960 FOR I=4 TO 6/PSETCQ)1,2)/NEXT 1'GE" 
79,N6,G'PSETCG, 1,22'PSETC5,2)2)'GETCO 
8G 
970 FOR I=0 TO 4 STEPZ:PSET. 1.7.3 I: FOR 
4 TO GIPSETCO.T GETCO,02-C7.7 2.5 
Ls3 
380 FOR I=@ TO 6 STEP ZiPSETCI.9, 

NEXT I 

1 TO 7'PSETC6,1,2)/NEXT I/GETCS. 
930 RETURN 
108@ SCREENO 
1010 PRINTES 
1020 PRINT#23Q,"YOUR FINAL SCORE 15 )~ 
1030 PRINTE416,"do vou vant to Play again7¢¥ORn 

1040 NKEYS:IF FSe"" THEN 1040 
1050 THEN CLS! END 
1060 L¥#10) PB=39:SC=O' FX=RNDC 248-1 'FYS177/XF=O 
YF=3 
1070 PCLS3 
180 POKE &HODF7.:GOTO 38 
1090 CLS'PRINT@1O,"alien attack” 
1199 PRINTG64, "SHOOT DOWN THE INVADING ALIENS 
1116 PRINT@96, "AE THEY TRY TO PASS YC 
1120 PRINT@160, "YOU SCORE 100+ EVERY ALIEN’ 
1130 PRINT@19: HIT-BUT WATCH OUT FOR 
1148 PRINT@224, "COLLISIONS!'YOU CAN MOVE YOUR 

PRINT@256, "SPACE STATION HORIZONTALLY 115¢ 

PRINT@2Z88, "THE RIGHT HAND JOYSTICK, AND FIRE 

PRINT@3ZO. "PLASMA BOLTS USINS THE FIRE 
PRINT@352, "BUTTON-BUT BEWARE-YOU ONLY HAVE: 
PRINT@394, "50 BOLTS, THE ALIENS WILL KEEP’ 
PRINT@416, "COMING AS LONG AS YOU SHOOT THEM 

1210 PRINT®448, "DOWN-YOU HAVE TEN LIVES" 
1220 FOR I=1 70 35@Q/NEXTI 
1238 RETURN 
125@ FOR I= 1 10 26 
1268 READ A:POKE 1+31999,A 
127@ NEXT I 
1288 RETURN 
129@ DATA 198,39. 142,6,0,166,136.8,67, 167 
8, 136, 1,140, 30,0, 38,241,990, 193,8,38, 233, 
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FOR FIRST 
TIME USERS... 
A new series of books which 
introduce newcomers to the most 
widely used micros in the 
marketplace. 

The books assume absolutely no knowledge about 
computers and the reader is shown even the most 
fundamental operations such as “switching on” 
and “loading a program”. The books lead the 
Treader through simple programming and then onto 
graphics, with several programs which show how 
to achieve pictures and even animation. The 
books contain a number of specially written 
Programs which show the full potential of these 
machines. 

“The text is liberally supported by all manner of useful 
diagrams and illustrations (including many black and 
white photographs of the screen). The overall 
Presentation is excellent. The printing, setting out and 
listings are clear and positively invite the reader to i? . jave a go. EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 

ORDER FORM 
READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 
8 Forge Court, Reading Road, 
Yateley, Camberley, Surrey GU17 7AX 

24 hour answering service Tel (0252) 873373 
Name. 

Address. 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Please send me.......copy/ies all at £5.95 each 
‘nck postage & packing, (Alow 14 days for debvary) 

‘earning to Use the PET Computer earning fo Use the 2X81 Computer 
5 Learing to Use the Dragon 32, 
earning to Use the T8843 
earning to Use the Orie 1 

5 Laaming to Use the Lyn 

Make cheques payable to Newtech Publishing Ltd 

enclose my cheque for 
Please debit my Access 0 COMEEEEEO nn 
Signed. 

' READ-OUT 
SS 

Dat 

Hewis 

1 
1 

= 



Salamander Software, 27 Dit- 
ching Rise, Brighton, East Sus

sex 

‘sound. The sceen did not look 
fll like @ plane cockpit. . .no 
dials, all the same presentation. 

would now like to say ““on 
the plus side”, but there isn’t a 
plus side, 1 suppose the instr 
tions were clear(ish) but they] 
weren't relevant to the game. 

Psion’s flight simulation 
program for the ZX81 is much 
better than this, it has higher 
resolution graphics, is more} 
responsive and more realistic. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

ment panel, and realistic engine 

Moises, Comprehensive instrucr 

tions are supplied. 
“The instructions warn that 

peginners may have ar
oush Tide. 

peehey aren't kidding. Taking 

ant was OK, but once 
in the ait | 

be the first fight found a ‘affinity for flying UP- 

Dice side down and making 

unscheduled and rather violent 

s. 
Still, practice makes per

fects 

this was an excellent 

tS program, which should appeal to
 

din budding 
DB. 

instructions 
100% 

playability 
0% 

3D view of the graphics 
90% 

runway or the like, but there is @ jue for money 
10% 

first-class display of the instru- 

q 
"P landing 

‘cuit avoiding hazar 

These range from 

with slingshots, upd 
fi 

ri 
€14.95 
15 Moorfields, Liver- nent pigeons! 

The graphics 
pest I've ever seem, @ 

Tevels of difficulty will provide a] 

rake it from instructions 

‘villmake playability 
graphics 
value formoney 

f with a limited 
ballast, 



ANIROG 
KRAZY KONG 

SOFTWAR 
THE DUNGEONS 

MINI~KONG 
ne vicz ek cass 

FROGRUN 

XENO IL 

DOTMAN 

TRADE ENQU! 
GENEROUS DISCOUNT 

ES 
GALACTIC 
ABDUCTORS 

3D TIME TREK 

SLAP DAB 

ZOK'S KINGDOM 

TINY TOT’S SEVEN 

PHARAOH'S TOMB 

IRIES WELCOME, 
CRAWLER 

24 WR CREDIT CARO SALES HORLEY (02934) 6089 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.0.. ACCESS VISA 
ANIROG SOFTWA' 
8 HIGH STREET 
HORLEY, SURREY 

“DHIGH STREET, HORLEY, SURREY, 
29 WEST HILL, DARTFORD, KENT. 

We'll help you do better 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
SOFTWARE 

las 
x 

sr CAVERN FIGHTER 

Nearly 400 Programmes 
IN STOCK 

Ring for our Price List 

AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
Examples: 

2.30 

Extended Basic Adventure/Pirate 

yt Ht CLWYI AL, 
COMPUTERS 

35150 Speech Eat 
NEW BOOK Kids and the TI-99/4A 

Monthly Magazine 
A must for all T1-99/4A owners, supplied individually or by 

subscription, May issue now in stock (dealer enquires invited) 

All orders over £2Sreceive a £1 
gift voucher!! 

MAY issue now in stock (de: 
LANTERN cassette 

TEXAS 35 Programe Book £5.95 

uires invited). 
ock 

Send SAE for full All prices include VAT and postage 
‘order of phone oF use Barclay 

list. Send cheque with 

There are no extra char 
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Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold, CH7 1AP. 
Telephone: Mold 56842 

I\ 400 inc BASIC £149.95p 

, 800 £299. 
ATARI 48K Lynx £225 

VIC STARTER PACK £139.99p 
ORIC 1 48K £169.95p 

Phone Orders Welcome on 0352-56842 

Orders over £200 - Postage & Packaging FREE 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE Please ring for details: 
Tenclose cheque/P.O. for £ 
or please debit my Access Card No. 

TI 
NAME 

ADDRESS ___ 



Give your VIC lots more 

character 

Take the tedium out of 
redesigning characters. Allen 
Webb's program for the VIC-20 

does the work for you 

There are few items of software 
available for the VIC-20 that do 
not use custom designed 
characters in some way. Most 
home computers have the ability 
todisplay user defined characters 
but the VIC seems to have better 
facilities than most 

In short, the VIC enables 
you to redesign a full set of 256 
characters, In fact, by switching 
between the ROM sets, a 256 full 
set and a 128 half set, you have 
access to a grand total of 640 
characters (and that’s enough for 
anybody). 

The one big nuisance with 
user defined characters is the 
designing/entering stage of the 
characters. To the uninitiated, 
this process involves: 
‘A. Design the character on some 

kind of eight by eight grid. 
B Calculate the data value 

corresponding to each line of 
the character. 

C Enter the data values into the 
right portion of RAM in the 
vic, 

In all, this job is soul de 
stroying, tedious and ur 

use a program to perform all the 
work. A number of software 
houses have accepted this fact, 
and a number of character 

designing routines are available, 
ata price. 

T have used a number of 
commercially available programs 
and came to the conclusion that 
none provided an adequate 
environment for the design of 
large numbers of new characters. 

In this light, I have 
developed a routine which prov- 
ides all the necessary facilities. 
This article describes the routine 
and give instructions for its use. 

First I will give the basic 
design criteria I specified for the 
routine. 

1 The routine must enable the 
user to create 256 new 
characters at one sitting 
without recourse to unwieldy 
use of tape storage. 

2 All data manipulation should 
be fast with use of machine 
code as required. 

3 The program should allow you 
tocreate ‘macros’ consisting of 
up to 25 characters. 

4 The editor should offer as 
many facilities as possible but 
remain uncomplicated. 

Figure I — memory map 

STORE BUFFER 

+4000 

#3800 

EDITOR PROGRAM 

SCREEN MEMORY 

5 There should be facilities for 
the saving and loading of 
character files on tape and the 
down-loading of the character 
block tothe correct RAM area. 

In_ view of these require- 
ments, it soon became clear that a 
memory expansion of at least 8K 
was necessary. The operational 
foibles of the 6560 chip are such 
that any new characters must 
reside at specified locations 
between $1000 and $1E00. As a 
consequence the bottom of 
BASIC must be raised to 
accommodate the characters. 
Figure 1 gives details of the new 
memory map. 

The simplest method of 
handling the characters was to 
use two storage buffers. An edit 
buffer located at between $1800 
and $1A00 is used to hold the 
block of 64 characters during the 
editing process. 

A larger storage block 
residing at $3800 is used to store 
the full 256 characters as four 
blocks. Blocks of 64 characters 
are then moved from the storage 

*1ceo0 

#1400 

#1200 

#1900 

buffer to the edit buffer for 
design and then back again for 
storage. 

The first step is to type in the 
program. Do this as you would 
any other program but don’t run 
it yet! Save the program. Reset 
the VIC by a SYS 64802. 

© Type in the one line program: 
10 POKE 44,28: RUN 

@ Execute the direct command: 
POKE 642,28: SYS64824 

@ Load the character editor. 
Type in POKE44,18 followed by 
Return: 

@ SAVE 
normal. 

the program as 

You now have a relocated 
routine as described in Figure 1. 1 
suggest that you make at least 
three verified copies of the 
routine (accidents can happen!!). 
‘You can now run and debug the 
program. 

Now the hard work is over, 
wecan now get down tousing the 
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program. On running you will see 
the main menu. You select the 
options by pressing the 
corresponding number. 

Option 1 enters the edit 
mode and gives you a screen 
similar to Figure 2. 

The display is rather 
crowded so I'll give a quick run 
down on the items. The top three 
lines show the 64 characters in the 
edit buffer. The character being 
edited is printed in cyan to 

\guish it from the rest. The 
edit window is the 8x8 grid in 
which the character is designed. 
The macro window is used for 
building up complex forms out of 
several characters 

The column of numbers 
between the windows are the data 
values for use in data statements, 
if required, The command line is 
used for input prompts. The 
bottom two lines summarise th 
commands available in thi 
mode. 

On entering edit mode the 
first character is selected for 
editing. This character is drawn in 
the edit window and the 
corresponding data values 
shown. A chequered edit cursor is 
printed in the top left corner of 
the window. This cursor is 
printed in the top left corner of 
the window. This cursor can be 
moved with the normal cursor 
controls (ie up, down, left, right 
& home). Pressing return will 
send the cursor to the extreme left 
of the next line down. CLR will 
clear the edit window. Pressing * 
will set the point under the cursor 
and SPACE will clear the point. 
The data values and the character 
in the top three tines will change 
as you edit the character. 

Two commands enable you 
to change the orientation of the 
character: 
I will invert the character, 
R will reverse or reflect the 
character. 

Once you have finished with 
the character you can move on to 
another by one of two 
commands: 
N will move on to the next 
character. 
G will goto any specified 
character. 

You can copy any character 
by pressing ‘C’ 

You enter macro mode by 
pressing M. You will then be 
asked if you wish to clear the 
window. You can specify the size 
of the macro up to asize of $x 5, 

Acursor will appear and you 
vill be asked to enter the 

characters to be used in the 
macro. The character currently 
under the cursor will be given asa 
default value to help prevent 
unnecessary typing. 
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and return to the main menu. 1 
realize that the number of editing 
commands is large, but after a 
short time you will get the hang of 
it, 

The second option on the 
main menu relates to the 
movement of data. On pressing 2, 
you will see a second menu. 
Options 1 and 2 allow you to 
move character blocks from the 
store buffer to the edit buffer and 
vice versa. Option 3 allows you to: 
down-load any of the blocks of 
characters in the ROM to the edit 
buffer. Option 4 will fill the edit 
buffer with blanks. You can 
abort any of the data movement 
commands by pressing *. 

Option 3 on the main menu 
will kill the program and restore 
your rull memory. The store 
buffer is down-loaded to the 
space $1400 to $100. The start 
of BASIC at $1C00 and leave any 
characters below it intact. 

Options 4 and 5 enable you 
to save and load the store buffer 
on tape. This is useful if you plan 
to spend several sessions 
designing your character sets. 

‘Option 6 on the main menu 
will display the contents of the 
store buffer on screen. Each 
block of 64 characters will be 
displayed in a different colour. 
You should be careful to save the 
edit buffer in the store buffer 
before using this option since the 
edit buffer will be corrupted. 

OK, so what do youdo when 
you've designed your character 
set? 

You must ensure before 
proceeding that all of the 

rove at Se Se Prom a 

ihe (even EyYbtotoe taste, 19018981628 
ie “TF POKEG069, 205 CH= 

agua CRO © PRINT —" 
qetres PRInT= |" NEXT 

SIT aricy ma ate TOO 
38 SEeiaree moe Sane 
$85 Nile osuntece PatnrrenrTiNe nme ger 128 Nea) ETIROO 182 
28 Serie eee 3 Seta 

characters are in the store buffer. 

option 3 of the main menu, this 

Vic-20 PROGRAMMING 
Press E to leave edit mode | Figure 2— what the screen looks like 

VUXPZCLI Te 

CHARACTER# 1 

coPY EXIT 
MACRO 

If you kill the program with 

restores your full memory’ and 
puts the store buffer in the area 
starting at $1400. 

The start of BASIC is still at 
$1C00. You can now load or type 
in your own program. To use the 
new set of characters redirect the 
internal pointer with POKE 
36869, 205. To save your 
program with the character set: 

Input the command POKE44,18 
followed by Return. 

Save and verify the program as 
normal, 

TERN: POCESTERBCN- 3 
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@ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPGRSTU 
18 #EHa~ Ce 

4 —- 7123456789: i <=>? 

GOTO_INVERT 
NEXT 

CHARACTERS IN 
EDIT BUFFER 

EDIT WINDOW 

REFLECT 

-¥ FORVe1TO8008unL 738 NeXT: oosumt 48 
ea ee W942. TH Toy S080 98 PRINTLEFTHCCUS.EH¥) TANS Remar Ne $0 NEHRETACOU6672;TRBCPD® MPPEENCEe4scrwony-i9 fits 

Ee ean alt 
a ie fa a : 23a lrcoeoocacerenree © "° OMMMCTENNY 
a armen oe 

COR CoeURLICHH) 

08 commeccens 

TeADpsomMcersena7e ieVRLCUIS):TPAT>S0E COMERS 3 aren 3 ERO teelemcn in Se ramtcot” 
a9 fe Gta NOX ney ery Cosaat ren : SIBLE PRINT"EDITING CHACON" PEKEDPNO-C,9:COTO40 {tee Ievermons: 

{me ronrseray eg? Noor siete 128 ct oe 
15s FouceTor povgcctescomaets Nock neat FORO? ee 6aco.> rm 

228) NEXTI a 
ee lower ?-Pezet ext Os Ne 

ro 113@ Gere tetser 1208 Teva cis) 2 ABR Ete: iereson Hen s90 



1g.3ern0 NED oy, Oe 18 ei 

7 2 

eerenconeset vnc eT 
erase 25 POMER agen ones 

sau rneenn TSS wm aTON ESS 

TEST YOUR SKILL, PIT YOUR WITS OR JUST TRY OUT YOUR SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE! 
HAVE YOU GOT LIGHTNING REACTIONS? HOW ARE YOUR POWERS OF DEDUCTION? 

We have the hottest computer games on earth for you to take yourself to the limits and find out the 
answers to these questions ... and more! 

TRY OUR GRAPHIC ADVENTURE GAME... ‘sconrion — STANGHIP ESCAPE FON THE MESO WIT ek EXPANSION ‘Comoe nt xchg Tre Gg hve ache a. You 
patie a 7 Seas ae Sara ma ar ears 

you arth pt ot an attaching Mecopter. Your ak attach of ant-arcrat re and guided the butte Programmed in Machine 
july of pay and Joysicn ov keyboards rice £695 

AUMPIN® JACK — Cross a busy road and treacherous 
‘verse By. Why you may ask does i HI 

and 10 tests for he unexgande 
tea and edcationa for 8 3 RAPHIC TWISTER. RAINBOWS. SUI 

iy i ih | i i i i 
responses are demanded when manning the str canon of your galactic 

comes into combi with a vary of creatures whe guard the space lanes othe sta a 

K Manchester ow :.-»., MAIL ORDER — "ACCESS — VISA — AMEX 
, Manchester M3 3NE. Tel: 061-834-4233 ing and Insurance ADD 50p 
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AVIDCOM CREATION 

MIJID, 
BECAUSE YOUR PRODUCTS 
HAVE GROWN UP... 

Video gam: 

COINCIDING WITH VIDCOM, MIJID IS EXCLUSIVELY 
RESERVED FOR MICRO-COMPUTERS AND VIDEO 
GAMES 
ifyou are rammer or analyst, manu 
facture the success of your produc 
will be enhanced by attending Mi 
FIVE DAYS IN WHICH TO MEET 
PROFESSIONALS FROM AROUND THE 
WORLD 
retailers and distribu 

loping their sales network 
from all domai 

7, looking for n 

pro: 
of the soft 

w programming 

tating rights for promotion, adaptation 
and distribution; international journal 
there to report on your new products 
MIJID IS A VIDCOM CREATION 
and there is a strong tie between the: 

nentary. Furt re 
fending Mijid will be abl 

themselves among the jar, prestigiot 
Vidcom attendance. A solid guarantee 
contacts and contract 
Get ready for the next ge of growth, attend Mijid 

MIJID AND VIDCOM: A COMMON PASSPORT TO NEW COMMUNICATIONS 
The first International Video Games, Personal and Home Computer Market 

Palais Croisette Cannes (France), 3-7 October, 1983 
Trade only 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Messing 
about on 

Want to tamper mien the fer 
workings of your micro? 

Perhaps one of these 
might be of serv

ice. rams 

Ace-Atari 
cassette 
Enhancer 

Atari 400/800 
£7.95 

English Software, 50 Newton St, 
Piccadilly, Manchester 

Imhis piece of autoboot machine 

ode is loaded before you start a 

BASIC programming s 
your machine, It has three 

Huistinct parts, each encompassing 
the previous parts. 

sion on 

Firstly, the enhancer allows 

CSAVE programs to be named, 

land gives a VERIFY 
there is the utility pack 

Second, 
e, giving 

RENUMBER, variable DUMP 

and AUTO line numbering 
Lastly, there is a machine 

for those wanting to in- 

clude machine-code routines in 

their BASIC. Binary files may be 

saved and loaded, 
verified 

as well a 

All three parts con 
useful options, although the 

machine-coder is pet 
least useful of the 
toads into 4K if all three parts are 

selected, and will remain in place 

until you switch off 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 

jor money 

Monitor 

jupiter ac
e 

£5.95 

Jupiter Cantab 
Building, E 
bridge CB2 11Z 

Cheshunt 
an Street, Cam 

ly standard w ity program 
machine ede 

of reading the sta J using 

FORTH words in 
from within the mon 

A bufferfull of bytes 
© 

firectly into nominated 
ere is no provi poked 

addresses, but 
sn for reading the amount Of 

somory left and the monitor will 

r sereen command. 

mand 
screen apt 

cheerfully list the contents O° 

Ton-existent memory addresses 

— ry FFFF! 
Hex, octal and decimal bases 

ailable but the main display 

fthescreen and there 

no automatic carriage return 

between successive inputs 

This produces a rather un 

tidy display and provides less i 

Fovmavion than the Remsoft 

with which this monitor 
be compared. 

GM. 
toolkit 
will. inevitably 

80% 
70% instructions 

ease of use 
display 

na 

value for money 
65% 

r= 

‘Com: 

Fines at the bottom of the 

pear in small characters 

‘at normal spacing 
in general, the 

works. 

system 

Mhough the narrow 

Sharacters are not always 2° clear 

ocht be wished. It also works 

on th ne printer, providing @ 

ORINT. action is called beter 

Pch LPRINT. Thecharacte! © 

can be switched from normal size! 

half size within ag cen display 

rad for new BASIC prosrins it 

fives useful added flexibility of 

presentation 
D. 

instructions 

display 
value for money 
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We'll teach 
you how to 

draw 

130 
148 
158 
160 
178 

DATA 18,0,@,11,6,0,8,-11,18,8 
DATA, 31,-18,0,8,-12,-6,8,8, 12 
DATA -18,0,8,-31 
CURSET 86,67,8 
REM o 

18 CIRCLE 
19@ REN M1 
28 CURSET 96,57,8 
218 FOR A=] TO 28 

1@,1:CIRCLE 4,1 

228 READ D),02:DRAW 01,02,1 

Take Peter Shaw's advice and 288 ‘NEST “A 
creatin drawings will be a lot pa DATA 18,2, ee ge LD 1,1 

easier with your Oric. You'll find || 220 oere oe eee ete is 
nisbample rogram has a 27@ DATA -1,-1,-2,8,-1,1,0,13 
strangely familiar result 288 DATA -3,0,0,-13,-1)-1,-2)@)-1)1 

29@ DATA @,13,-18,8,8,-19 

388 REN e 

Although the result of this pro- 
gram has only anovelty value, the 
way in which it its final aim has 

twice it is a lot easier to just edit 
the block and get all them look- 
ing the same rather than re- 

318 CURSET 143,67,2@ 

32@ CIRCLE 10,1:CURSET 151,69,@:CURSET!5| 

other uses. writing a new m and getting |} 127818 
I'm sure most Orie owners 330 CURSET 151,68,2 

have played around with the 348 FOR A=1 TO 8 
ee ey a 358 READ 01,02:DRAW D1,02,1 
ys eam 360 NEXT A 

378 DATA ~12,0,8,1,2,2,1,0,151,5,8 

388 DATA 1,-1,1,8 
39@ CURSET 146,64, 1 
400 FOR A=1 0 S 
418 READ D1,02:DRAW:D1,02,1 

Armed with a Print ‘n’ Plot- 
ter jotter — they're not totally ex- 
clusive to the Spectrum — I first 
draw my initial design. One good 
thing about the Print ‘n’ Plotter has 
jotters is that they are lle something which 

resemblance to the first one. transparent, so you don’t have to 428 NEXT A , En aia ayer a Inevery unit (with only a few 
be'an amazing artist. You can | exceptions) there is a REMark, || 43@ DATA ~7,0,2,-1,2,-2,3,0,212 

= followed by a CURSET com- |] 44@ REM C 
mand which fixes the position on |] 45@ CURSET 49,76) 1 Hints on conversion 

For computers such as the Spec re eet 468 FOR A=1 TO 33 
trum just change CURSET (0 Jen F 
SMM | Which reads data in the part im- || 422 READ DIS CZsD Re AlaZ en 
ean TCmn YEE | mediately following NEXT A. 482 NEXT A 

Owners of other compu The information read into |] 49@ DATA ~4,-S,-1,8,-1,-1,-1,@,-1s-1 
OMe MNS | D) and D2 is the X-Y relative |] S@@ DATA -9,@,-1)1,-1,@)-1) 15-118 
RMSE | ciraw positions of the next line. ]] Sig pata -4,5,-3,6,0,18,2,4,3)3)5)3 
I'm afraid There are places were you can aaa tee coy ce 

cheat «lite, fe the e isa cirde |] 52@ OATA 1515910, 4)~2)2s~2; 148) 1o~1 
If you have looked at the } withacoupleof points unplotted. |] 53@ DATA -7:-7,-3,@,~1,1,-6,@,-1)-1 

listing, you will have noticed that With this information in|] 54@ DATA-1,-1,0,-6,2,-2,6,8,3,2)7)-7 
each letter is treated as a single 
unit. This has two advantages: 
first, debugging is a lot easier, 
and secondly when a letter is used 

mind, you can now type in the 
program, change it as you wish, 
and design your own personalised 
logo. 

128 NEXT A 

558 
56a 
58a 

REMo 
CURSET 68,94,0 
CIRCLE1@,1:CIRCLE 4,1 

59@ REM m 12 Ri oS Heh eerie 62@ CURSET 78,84,0 
30 REH Beatie 612 FOR A=1 TO 28 
in rin’ Glee Fens 62@ READ 01,02:DRAW 01,02, 

SQ PAPER @:INK 4 aoe tent 
‘ 648 DATA 10,0,0,3,1,0,3,-3,4,0,1)1 

6@ HIRES:INK6 oa CORSET 58, 45,1 652 DATA 1,0,3,3;3)-3)1,8,1,-1 
Se Ete mans 660 DATA 3,0,4,4,0,15,-7,0,8,-13 

678 DATA -1,-1,-2,8,-1,1,0,13 
Leen eos tau ae Ue 68@ DATA -9,0,@,-13,-1,-1,-2,@,-1)1 @ 102: * 3@,8,-13,-1, 18,-1, 
LUBED) Diy Bes DRA OZ 632 DATA 8, 13,-10,8,8,-19 
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788 REM P 

71@ CURSET 187:8)1 
= 20 72@ FOR A=1 TO 

330 READ 01,02:DRAW 01,02,1 

74@ NEXT A 

75@ DATA 18) 

76 DATA 1,1+)5 

778 DATA -3,3.-1+ 

80,2) 1,0) 1,1) 29-1498 

@, 4,511) 120,6,7192 

Q,-1)19-7@1-2- 

@,-25 
@ DATA @,8,-10,0:2 

: 

as CURSET 122,94,@:CIRCLE 4,1! 

820 REM uv 

81@ CURSET sSeie8s! 

82@ FOR A=1 TO 

638 READ p1,02:O0RAW 01,02)! 

NEXT A ponte 

ie DATA 8, 010,19) 1215201 bs 7s8 

868 DATA $3.81 16r Bee a -14 

878 DATA =2,2)-420s-3)-1> 

80 REM t 

g9@ CURSET ase 

@ FOR A=) T 

ae READ D),02:DRAW 01,02,1 

92@ NEXT A 

938 DATA ieee 

948 DATA 8,8,151) cs 

950 DATA -2:2)-8)8 3, 

6@ DATA 8-4 

970 REM | 

988 CURSET Bae 

999 FOR A=) TO 

1@@@ READ 01,02:0RAW 01,02,1 

1018 NEXT A Sas 

1828 DATA See ae 24 

1@3@ CURSET 178,88,0* 

1@4@ REM n 
1@5@ CURSET Se Ca 

1@6@ FOR A=] TO a 

1078 READ D1,02:DRAW 01,02 

1988 NEXT A 
1@9@ DATA 9,0,8)2,3) 

-4,2 10,4,0,0,4.-4> 
8) 1y-1) 118,825 

-5,,-31-118 

=2,4)8,3,2: 151 

122@ CURSET aise! 

123@ FOR A=] ; 

124@ READ 01,02:DRAW 01,02) 

1258 NEXT A 
1268 DATA 45 
1278 DATA 2,-2 
1280 REM W 

8,0,4,-5)@,-15-1,8.-1 

= =1,-1,-2s2 
1108 DATA aged 

1 

111 DATA @,12,-9:0.85 

112@ REM 9 
1138 CURSET ea 

=1 TO 114@ FOR A=1 
™ 

115@ READD1,02:0RAW 01,02 

116@ NEXT A 7 catetars 

117@ DATA 15,0,@,18,-1,2.-1 

1188 DATA aes ene
 

1198 DATA @,-8,6.4> tS ae 

12@@ DATA nao ae Pes 

121@ DATA @,-1)3~3) 128s) 

] 1430 REN E 

] 166@ CURSET 1390, 1@6,1 

129@ CURSET 128,126, 1 
138 FOR A=1 TO 14 
131@ READD1,02:DRAW 01,02, 1 
1328 NEXT A 
1338 DATA 4,8,3,9,3,-3,3,0,3,3,3,-3 
1348 DATA 418,~-S,15,-4,8,-2,-6,-1,0 
135@ DATA -1,6,~4,@,-6,-15 
1368 REM E 

4] 1378 CURSET 144,106,1 
1388 FOR A=1 To 12 
139@ READ 01,02:DRAW 01,02,1 
1488 NEXT A 
1418 DATA 18,8,,3,-7,0,0,3,7,0,0,3 1428 DATA -7,0,0,3,7,0,0,3,-10,0,0,-15 

1448 CURSET 156,106,1 
145@ FOR A=] TO 12 
146@ READ D1,02:0RAW D1,02,) 
1478 NEXT A 
1488 DATA 18,0,0,3,-7,0,0,3,7,0,0,3 
1498 DATA -7,0,0,3,7,8,9,3,-10,0,0,-15 
15@@ REM K 
151@ CURSET 168, 106,1 
1528 FOR A=] TO 20 
153@ READ D1,02:0RAW D1,02,1 
154@ NEXT A 
1558 DATA S,8,@,4,2,8,2,-2,8,-2,5,0 1568 DATA @,4,~1,2,-2,2,2,2,0,1,141 
1578 DATA 2,3 5,@,@,-2,~3,-2,-1,0 
158@ DATA @,4,-5,2,0,-15 
1598 REM L 
168 CURSET 183, 126,1 
1618 FOR A=] TO 6 
162@ READ D1,02:DRAW 01,02,1 
1638 NEXT A 
1640 DATA 4,0,0,11,5,8,8,4,-9,8,0,-15 165@ REN Y 

167@ FOR A=] TO 9 
168@ READ 01,02:DRAW 01,02,1 
1698 NEXT A 
1788 DATA 4,8,3,3, ,-3,4,8,-4,8,0,7 
1718 DATA -5,0,8,-7,-5,-8 
1715 GOTO 18a8 
172@ MUSIC1,RND(1)%3+2, INTCRND(1)X10)+1, @=PLAY1,@, 1, RNDC1)*999 
1723 FORA=1TO7 
1738 INK A 
1748 WAIT 18 
175@ NEXT A 
1768 GOTO 1720 
1828 LET xs=" 
y week 4 
181@ FR A=] TO 37 
182@ CURSET 6+(6x*A), 150,20 
183@ CHAR CASC(MIDS(X$,A,1))),0,1 184@ NEXT A 
1845 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT 
185@ GOTO 1720 

Best for software - ever 



THE MosT EXCITING AND 

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE EVER 

LAUNCHED FOR YOUR SPECTRUM 

“\ YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN 
\ ANYTHING LIKE IT—BECAUSE 

“\ THERE IS NOTHING LIKE IT 

YES, IT’S A MAGAZINE, BUT 
WITH NO PAPER. IT IS ENTIRELY 
‘WRITTEN’ ON MAGNETIC TAPE— 
READY FOR YOU TO SIMPLY 

rut HEB: LOAD AND RUN. 

UNBEATABLE VALUE 
we AT ONLY £2.99 

| ISSUE NO. 2 NOW 
AVAILABLE AT 

| | SELECTED BRANCHES OF 
W.H. SMITH AND JOHN 

MENZIES. 

I Please commence {Lam enclosing imy (delete as acsesary) sheque/ 
| BE SURE OF YOUR COPY my subscription from SCAU OR SO 
| SUBSCRIBE NOW! issue No. J iow ion) Dan tay Antens Hartlsvoare lalbieies necessary) 

sssue a \ug) oe = —— _ | aan Annan 
| Cut out and SEND TO: Subscription eR Eee ae, oc A ESA LE NSD EET 

| py eco UTING Rates 5 __ Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes 

| Thornton Heath £17.94 for 6 issues UK| _} yange irs) 
I 

surrey) CRE IGAR £20.00 for 6 issues by ADDRESS. 
overseas surface mail 

1 
1 Hl : 
! £24.00 for 6 issues by POSTCODE. . . 
! overseas mail 

I 
1 

Signature 
(tick 0 as appropriate) 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Fighting fit 
with your 
Spectrum 

[SL aR eS ee Re SEE 

Look out.. . the aliens are on 
kkk k ki the warpath in these new 

Spectrum games 

kk kk kK! 

x kk 

sees 



SINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM 
JOYSTICK 

CONTROLLER 

£14.95!! 

AN EXTRA 32K FOR 
ONLY 

£24.95 

gl ie) Wh | fet) J 
THIN 

MICKOSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD 
72 KOSEBERY ROAD -LONDON N10 2LA 

TELEPHONE 01-883 9411 

EVOLUTION (8k 

OMNICALC 

2X-SIDEPRINT 

CREVASSE & HOTFOOT 

THE TRAIN GAME 

INSTRUMENTS LTD 
INTERACTIVE HOUSE 
GREAT CENTRAL ST 

LEICESTER 
LEIC, 532167 

THE LATEST 
SHUGART SA200 

POWER SUPPLY 
AND STEEL CASE 

FOR ONLY 
FOR TYPE 2 
MACHINES 

Let's face it the sound from your Dragon 32 
wouldn't win any prizes at an Eisteddfod. What you 

need is a: 

SOUN 
— Dragon 32 — 

D EXTENSION 
MODULE 

ule plugs into cartridge port 
3 channels of sound; 3-note chords and 

ew BASIC command. No need to “Peek’ or 
Poke 
Many built-in sound effects (e.g. bomb, laser) 

Music and graphics can Occur together without 

loss of speed 
Based on popular, well-proven sound generator 
Two Input/Output ports included 
User manual provided, with examples 

Cheque/P.O. to:- 
J.C.B. (MICROSYSTEMS) 
29, SOUTHBOURNE ROAD 
BOURNEMOUTH BH6 SAE 
Tel: (0202) 423973 

Speech Synthesis available shortly 
further details FQ 

ONLY 
£34.95 
inclusive 

Write or phone for 
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Vic-20 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Catcha 
Snatcha 

£5.50 
Masons Buildings, Ex- 

ast, Liverpool 
A disappointing game which 
could have been interesting, if a 
bit more time had been spent 
ironing out the bugs 

As astore detective you must 
patrol the corridors of your store 
preventing shoplifters from 
perpetrating their wicked deeds. 
Your duties also include retur 
ing lost property to the lost pro: 
perty office and disposing of the 
occasional parcel bomb. 

Graphics and animation are 
good, but a bug causes the player 
to occasionally leave a trail of 

Innovative 

£5.95 each 

factors — like quality 

respect, Written in BASIC 

detail. Small children 
than eight 

‘osmic Fire 

Girds sk or 

software, 5 

ee 
as © of colour and 

Meadowcroft, Radcliffe, Man le of lous aw 

chester M26 81P 
grag wer up a #08 

Gard and the aerobat 

a plague of bad tapes ering from 
bey of trouble get- 
Jnce [had no end 
i program up and runn 

was no better. AS 

“This game is asort of invader 

cum galaxian cum phoenix game 

in which you try to repulse hordes 

nf different alien species. There 

Cassettes 1-3 

Melbourne House, Glebe Cot 
tage, Station Road, Ched: 
dington, Leighton Buzzard, Beds 
LUT 7NA 

Several games on one cassette 
sounds like good value for money 
luntil you take into account other 

These three games compila 
tions are sadly lacking in this playability 

fare very slow and lacking in value for money 
no older 

might enjoy the 
strange sounds and bright col- 

are fou 
with differing " 
and different 
have 
to slice up as man 
tion as possible: 

1 suspect that Solar must be Su gens were quite 

game is of progress 
wil 
amounts of 

g this wer- 

i Pee moat pt and "A god. but stahlY SE 
supplied a second tape in record priced game a 
pe This tape tions ‘ 
tie Toe ees psreviewisbased MSS ast 
fon only one test session. .. graphics oe 

Pk 

debris behind him. This stops the 
game and requires reloading to 
continue. 

Another fault is that at six 
o'clock on the store clock the 
rush hour starts. Then the 
shoplifters speed up so much that 
you can only stand and watch as 
your score falls and falls until the 
game is over. When a new game 
begins you are back in the middle 
of therush hour ag 

MB. 

instructions 70% 
playability 30%. 
graphics 85% 
value for money 40% 

ours, but for anyone older,. 
they're a definite no-no. 

All the games on the In- 
novative Cassettes are available 
in book form, where they are ar 
ranged to teach BASIC progran 
ming techniques to beginners to| 
computing while entertaining at 
the same time. Fair enough. 

With this in mind, the book 
is much better value for money 
than the cassettes, 

M.B. 

instructions 60% 
20% 

they graphics 20% 
10% 

different types of nasti
es) 

modes of violence 
falues. You point values. 

tives with which e initial 
ny of the opposi- 

ite amazing. The 
soeressive difficulty 

fh each level imposing greater 
anguish. 

flue for money 

Playing 
around with 

your VIC 

Here's a selection of new VIC 
releases, rated for you by our 

review panel 

numbers incre; Inthe higher fe aliens appe, ion appear ning Rabbit Software. 3p to deal peat ad they are rouge 
ares 380 Statio, 01 arrow, Middleses "option ot Sit Sle options, 

Conside ler an asteroj Colliding Of the scree atrangement in which aPC des Mhet® with this recune ic ath esults in the aliens flog 

instructions 
playability Braphics 
value for money 

AS you Feplaced with i 2 alien, itis @ new one. The 

Pakacuda 
£5.99 

Rabbit Software, 380 Station 
Road, Harrow, Middlesex 
This is a rather jolly version of 
Pacman involving the consump: 

on of lots and lots of fish. 
Not only fish, but eel-type 

things as well. It doesn’t tell you 
in the instructions, but somehow 
you will probably work out that 
eating the eels causes the hunters 
— some unsavoury octopi — to 
become hunted (ie eaten) 

Joystick only, which I think 
is a bit of a shame. Not that 1 
dislike wageling a joystick, you 
understood, but keyboard con: 
trol allows finer movement 

If you are looking fora Pac- 

man look-alike, this one is about 
average. If you really sweat at the 
thought of fish, look no further 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 
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(in RE RR EN I TS | 

Brain trainers for 
Practice makes perfect in 
learning any and if 
practice is what you need, a micro 
fs the ideal way to get it. It never 
gets tired or bored or loses its 
temper, and it’s fun to use as well, 

My first program is designed 
to.ask questions on any subejet or 
topic. At the moment it’s set up 
for general knowledge, but you 
can change the questions simply 
by changing lines 200 to 780. 

subject 

The format is easy: the first 
asks the questions, the 

second stores the correct answer 
in QS, and the third line 
RETURNS to the main loop. 

I've written the program to 
choose 10 random questions 
from a possible 20, ensuring that 
theve is no repetition per run 

How it works 
50-93 asks which type of sum is 

required, difficulty level and 
speed (length of time for 
answering). These are stored in WS, A and D respectively 

97-110 set variables according to 
levels inputted. X and Y 
become limits for random 
numbers, 

120 sets up loop J to give 10 
‘questions 
130-140 get two random numbers 

(A and B) to limits of X and ¥ 
150-170 check for valid sums, de- pending on type, to give 

positive integer answers, 
180 puts sum into a string (SS) 200-210 print the sum. 
220-290 empty AS, set up loop 

Ito time specified by input D. 
get input by INKEYS (stored in 
GS). If key D is pressed, then 
delete last character (number) 
entered. Spectrum version 
should also include OR 
GS="d" THEN... Checks 
valid key, if OK adds it to AS 
and prints it 

300 stores the value of the correct 
‘answer as a string in QS ready 
for checking. 

310 calls checking subroutine. 
320 goes back for next sum if iess 

than 10, 
330 calls end routine, but at 3500 

first to moify display. 
9500- print additional 

your 2X micro 
* QUESTIONS ANSWERS * REHM RS 

reteevertetr se? 
BEUATAGAAT Is THE CAPITAL 

ano 2 5 sCeT 8$="LONDON 
RETURN 
PRINT “IN WHICH COUNTY IS B 
ou?" ss 
LET o$="AVON 
RETURN 

NT “NAME THE RIVER UHICH 
so THROUGH LONDON 

O$=" THAMES: 

3 Piety WAS THE BATTLE 
Ob HEF eset 
300 o4="2066" 
3210 RM £ a 
520 T “WHICH TREE PRODUCES 

ACORN 
J O$="0AK" 3a ” : 

35. NT “WHAT IS THE STREET Y Uiren THE PRIME MINTSTER LIVES 
9$="DOUNING” 

URN 
BO NT "HOU MANY IS A DOZEN 

$96 LET a¢="12" 
Q RET $99 PRINT “WHAT CounTRY Is AMST 

CAPITAL OF 7?" 
LET Os="HOLLANO”™ 

“WHAT IS THE CAPITAL 
420 

"PARIS" 
470 PRINT “NAME THE FAMOUS BRIT 

PLANE OFTHE BATTLE OF BRITAL 
48@ LET O$=" SPITFIRE’ 488 Rerurs $30 PRINT “WHO IS REMEMBERED ON NOVEMBER |S" BIo"CeT os-"GUY FAUKES” S20 RETURN 
538 PRINT “WHICH SPORT IS ASSOC rate U2TH WALES 3° S15°LET os-"AuGBY 50 ReTuRe : 360 PRINT “NICH BIRD Ig ASSOCI ATED UTTN. | SPRINGTIME 7° 256 Let as-"cucKoo™ 

RETURN 
PRINT “HOU MANY IS A SCORE 
LET @§="20" 
RETUI 
PRINT “WHERE IS MOUNT SNOUD, 

1 FOUND 2 
@ LET O$="WALES” 

648 RETURN 
650 PRINT “HOU MANY IS A GROSS 

Whether you 
teach others or 
teach yourself, 
you'll want to 
use Ray Elder's 
programs for 
the 2X81 and 
Spectrum. Type 
them in to 
test general 
knowledge — 
and sharpen up 
mental 
arithmetic 

My second program gives 
drill-type practice on the four 
rules of number 

How it works 
50 sets up C$ to 20 spaces 
60-90 , select a 

random number, check it has 
not been asked before (line 80), 
and set C$ to X as a flag that 
the question has been used. 

100 sets the PRINT position 
110 gosubs for question 
120 gets answer in AS 
130 gosubs checking routine 
140 checks for 10 questions 
asked. If not, go round again 
180 gosubs for end routine 

information before jumping to 660 LE ataaie standard routine at 9110, 78 ReTURA, 144 660 PRINT 

S@ DIM c#(2e) 690 LET oge+g- 6a cls +2) 290 RETURN 23 CET RTENT.. ENPABN GoTo 7e pZ28,,PRINT 
9@ LET C#(R) a"x" $29 LET o 5,0; $ 

392 b5aUn irorkseo 220 BRINRN. 120 INPUT B84 TANG FoR. 
1S COS UE OO THEN GOTO 6 onary §E pos 128 ie oge 8.08 Wea ner hate 160 GOTO 90 esaesesaaressset? 770 PRINT Sb a 280 Ler 
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o 798 RETURN 

“HOU MANY UruE. 
KING HENRY UTS 7°29, 

“WHO LED THE ROUNDHER 
“OLIVER CROMUELL™ 

ANDHENTS \5~ YHO GOT THE TEN conm 
="MOSES" 

VITI HAVE 

+M.S.0. 5 

uly 1983, 



a 
2X PROGRAMS | 

al 
20 LET Geo 
Be LET 5=2 : EASE_ENTER Sa PRINT AT S,4; “PL ENTER, 

yolk NAHE"; TAB 6; "AND PRESS NE F F aaee ae 
i 2 

¢ “po you unnr ll TO_ | $2"9" THEN Go 
t 2"OR G1vebe > ¢ 37 

: 38 S85 Ae o or *us ee ee 3 BS SNEUT UE aa a, -ewren cevey |] a 
or GIFFECULTY 2 TO’s 3° 
THE HARDEST > = 
6G INPUT A = 

3s 1 OR _D>S THEN COTU 9S gs 
i 

85 i wee Snaee See 

4) +1980 AND A=6) e 

LES REH genan"case"s 

ise ANE B°S THEN LET 

rite THEN LET Beith (& 

cLS : 
200 PRINT AT 2,5, "SUM 

ZX81 16K 
BIO-RHYTHMS: 
Plot your rhythms on a month by month basis, if you have a printer you can have a hard copy. Com plete with explanations ns 8S 
SPELLING TUTOR: 
An educational game for those that need help with their spelling. Over ninety per cent successful, Ful- ly programmable dictionary ; £5.95 
LYNX 48K 
TREASURE ISLAND: 
Find the hidden treasure before the monkeys steal 
it. On the way mind the giant birds, man-eating reptiles and dangerous swamps. All on graphics 
with just enough text to keep you sane . . £5.95 
All available immediately from Bamby Software, i Leverburgh, Isle of Harris PA83 3TX. Includes i our no quibble guarantee. Access orders welcome beacons — = aa i by mail or telephone: 085982 313. Dealer Enquiies £8.40 )> Aosta ero, 4 Welcome and 48 hour delivery. LEEAWEREM) 208 shrth td Aiherth Liverpool 051212671 
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Dragon 32 Top Ten programs for the 

ier 1) 
The King Microdeal ( 

Microdeal (—) 
Salamander (—) 
Wintersoft (—) 
Microdeal (3) 
Salamander (—) 
Microdeal (6) 

> Talking Android Attack 

3 Nightflite 
4 Dragon Trek 
5 Space Wars 
6 Graphics System 
7 Katerpillar Attack 
8 
9 
10 

Dragon (7) 

Mined Out ‘Quicksilva (—) 

: Dragon (—) 
Typing Tutor 

Compiled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week's 

positions 

Top Ten programs for the ZX81 

Flight Simulation Psion 

Football Manager Addictive 
Fantasy Games Sinclair 
1K Games Sinclair 
Defender Quicksilva 

Soarvensen 

Chess Sinclair 
Asteroids Quicksilva 
Scramble Quicksilva 
Space Raiders Sinclair 

10 Ship of Doom Sinclair 

Compiled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week's 
positions 

Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 

1 Arcadia Ima imagine (2) 2 Wacky Waiters Imagine (4) 3° Catcha Snatcha Imagine (5) 4 Asteroids Bug Byte (7) 8 Pani Bug Byte (1) ‘osmiads Bug Byte (3) 7 Kaktus Audiogenic (— 8 Hoppit Commodore (—) grove Audiogenie (— 10 Amok Peat Audiogenic (6) 

Compiled by &% gu Compiled by Boots. Figures in brackets are last week's 

Te oP Twenty programs for the Spectrum 
1 Penetrator 
2 Flight Simulation _plbourne House (1) Jet Pac Psion (2) 

Ultimate (3) Transylvanian Tower Richard Shepherd lerd (4) 

4 
5 The Hobbit 
6 
7 

30 Tan; Psion/M. Hous 
Ah Diddums ak’tronies (6) 

Imagine (7) ee Goes Skiing 
lungry Hor: 10 Chess 

Psion/M. House (7) 'sion/M. House (9) 
Hs Planetoids Prion tos 

est Mat sion (11) 
a 30 Titel pomputer Rentals (12) 

oat Attack Si watd nen (13) 
ime Gate ilversoft (14) 

16 Orbiter Quicksitya (15) 
17 Arcadia Silversoft (16) 
18 Starshi Imagine (17) iP Enterpri ersoft (18) 

ise Sitve 8 Horace and the Spiders Psion/M, House (— use (—) 20° Pssst Ultimate (20) 

Whiz Kids 
show to go 

ahead 
A few weeks ago I mentioned that a pilot film had been produced, 
called Whiz Kids, which was to be the possible forerunner of a TV 
series of the same name. 

Well, it turns out that CBS (a major American commercial 
network) is planning to make a series out of the idea, regardless of 
how well the jvlot show does. This is very unusual, as networks 
typically wait for the poll results before committing themselves t0 
such a financial burden. 

Apparently preliminary testing has resulted in a favourable 
response to the pilot, and anyway CBS want to be the first network 
‘out with an action show in which the personal computer features 
heavily 

As 1 also mentioned in the previous column, the show will 
feature kids fighting crime with the use of computers, and will show 
technology (according 10 the producer) realistically but slightly 
‘ahead of state of the art. 

That will be interesting all in itself. With giant strides being 
‘made so rapidly, slightly ahead when the series is shot may be slight. 
ly behind when’it is finally shown. I shall let you know how it all 
turns out come September. 

Coleco, the American video game company, stole the show at the 
recent Summer Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago. Their new 
home computer, the Adam, includes 80K of RAM, tape drive, a 
word processor in ROM, and a letter quality printer, all for under 
600! 

As anticipated, the computer is designed to be an extension of 
the already available Coleco video game player, and all software 
‘and games are compatible between game player and computer. Pre 
sent owners of the game player can update for about $400. 

The Adam uses a Z80 which addresses 64K, and a TI device 
that is designed to drive the 16K RAM devoted to screen graphics 
The printer and the keyboard each have their own processor chips 
100. 

Rather than go head 10 head with other small computers, Col- 
eco has concentrated more on the software end. Contrasting with 
other computers of similar price which come up in BASIC, when a 
user powers up the Adam, the resident word processor called Smart 
Writer comes up. 

This program allows a 78 column display, and functions very 
closely resembling those available on a conventional typewriter. 

A 64K expansion modiule is also planned. The company says 
this will allow versions of, say Donkey Kong, with more features 
than the arcade version with excellent graphics. 

Adam will get plenty of software from a type of cassette called 
digital data packs. This looks like a conventional cassette machine, 
but stores data digitally rather than by analog methods. According 
to Coleco, this allows for a data transfer rate rivalling the floppy 
disc. Each pack could store as much as 500K, which translates to 
about 250 text pages. 

Interestingly enough, the Adam will come with a version of 
BASIC on data pack that will be source compatible with Applesof. 
Since more Apples are used in schools than any other single brand 
of computer here, Coleco’s thoughts run along the lines that 
Johnny and Mary can write programs at school on the Apple, and 
bring them home 10 run on the Coleco. Sort of like getting a less 
than half price Apple. 

Regarding the letter quality printer, it uses a standard daisy 
wheel, and will be able to print up to 80columns. Coleco is claiming 
120 words per minute throughput. 

Even with all the hoopla at its so-called debut, company of- 
ficials did not deny that the exact specs for the machine were still not 
firm, and that they will be unable to meet demand for some time (o 
‘come. Still, the machine sounds like it will be capable of doing many 
things very well for such a low price. I shall look forward to seeing 
4an actual unit. 
That's all for this week. See you next time. 
Bud Izen Fairfield , California 
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DRAGON 
ALIEN ODDESSY (PARTS 1 & 2) £9.95 
The first two parts of a gigantic six part 
adventure game set on an alien world 

SCANNER 13 £8.45 
Destroy the drones and their master, but you'll 
need to think. No ordinary invader this! 
BOPSWIZZLE £5.95 
A Splendiferous Fun Game. Find the treasure 
but avoid the Smoochers, Yerkles and 
Wiggles. 

Includes our no quibble guarantee. Acces 

DRAGON 
TI-99/4A 

SPECTRUM 48 
For the TI-99/4A 
ALONE AT SEA £6.50 
Try and escape the sinking ship, but don’t 
forget your supplies which are hidden 
somewhere. 

K-64 £6.50 
A Mind-Bender. Cover the squares once only 
using the knight and its’ valid moves. Easy?! 

For the Spectrum 48 
MYSTERY MANOR £6.50 
Find the murderer before he (or she) finds you 
and your career as Detective Solvitt. 

MASTER CODE £6.50 
Based on the famous game. Try your skill 
against the computer. You can beat it... . 

All available immediately from Bamby Software, Leverburgh, Isle of Harris PA83 3TX. 
orders welcome by mail or telephone: 085982 313. 

Dealer Enquires Welcome and 48 hour delivery. 

Mr. Chip 
OFTWARE 

VIC 20 GAMES AND UTILITIES 
BUGSY (Joystick Only) £5.50 
This iva Minefield with a difference as you step on the stones whilst collecting 
purple boxes which give you both time afd points, they 
Sour feet. DO NOT DESPAIR! "BUGSBY ” will rand 
ut avoid bumping into him of its sudden death! An 
challenging game. 
JACKPOT 
This is it the ultimate Fruit Machine Program, for the VIC, You will be truely 
amazed by th ‘olours and nine different tunes & sound effects of this 
Femarkable Pi With nudge, hold & respin, can you win the JACKPOT 100% Machine Code £5.80 

SWAG-MAN — (3K expansion) 
Chase the bullion van around the streets of New York, picking up the swag, 
but beware you must defuse the time bombs to gain extra time and fuel, fll 
colour and sound effects, a very original game sS. 
MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON ow 
Three great games of chance for the V 10 beat the somputer, hours of 
fun, full colour, sound effects and tun £5.50 
DATABASE — create your own files and records on tape 27.50 
BANK MANAGER — Computerise your bank account £5.00 
SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any memory sie, bat 
needs 3K expansion 7.50 
M/C SOFT — Machine code Monitor and Disassembler, any memory size 

£7.50 
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COMMODORE 64 GAMES AND UTILITIES 
LUNAR RESCUE — Our own version of that popular arcade game....£7.80 
PONTOON — ROULETTE — ACE's HIGH 

in More powerful versions, that make three great games of chance for the 64 
7.50 

M/C SOFT 64 — Assembler and Disassembler, with decimal to hex 
converter, everything out program for the VIC will da-and more... £7.80 
BANK MANAGER 64 — As our Super Bank Manager, but for the 64 

£7.50 
Full documentation with all wiility programs, 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE for the VIC, at 
of £7.80 each or buy two or more at £7.00. 

MR. CHIP 
SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, 
GWYNEDD, LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 

WANTED: HOT SHOT SOFTWARE WRITER'S, PHONE AND ASK US, 
‘ABOUT OUR FAIR DEAL POLICY AND TOP ROYALITIES. 

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME 

or free 
special Offer 

‘Send Cheques/PO's to: 



LETTERS 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2H OEE. Don't forget to name 
your computer — the best 

letter could win £5 worth of 
software. Queries cannot be 

answered on this page 

Activate 
Neutralise 

The gremlins seem to hav 
my Atari program, published on 
p 25 of HCW 15, and taken away 
line 5020. The missing line is as 
follows: 
5020 FOR A=15 TO 0 STEP 

1:SOUND 0,75,10,A: 
FOR E=1 TO 5:NEXT E 
SOUND 0,0,0,0:NEXT A 
GOTO 1000 

David Ryan, 
Ireland 

TI's software 
shortage 

Lam writing to congratulate you 
on the TI-99/4A program 
published in your March 29-April 
4 edition, entitled ‘Playing 
around with pixels””. I would like 
you to extend my admiration to 

Banbridge, N. 

the compiler, David Gr 
The expertise, extended con: 

ception and im 
tion shown in the construction of 

tive projec 

this program are, 
trulay outstanding. 

in my opinion, 
Indeed, my 

grandchildren use it as a con 
struction game, although I have 
noticed the elder one (aged 9) 
making semi-secretive notes to 

codes of her the hexadec 
favourite creation: 
reference, I presume 

Now my plea. As su may 
well know, there is a desperate 
shortage of cassette software for 
the TL. Many of the few cassettes 
offered are repros from Vince 
Apps book ‘*35 pro; 
for and with all du 
respect to Mr Apps, who knows 

ms 

his stuff, the programs in this 
book are for the struggling novice 
to insert himself, and therefore 
more than a little on the simple 
side. 

The Tl is being promoted on 
TY and in the High Street shops 
at present, and this, coupled with 

price reduction and cutting plus 
the £50 value free offer, is bound 

se the number of TI 
any, like myself, in: 
originating really first 

class pr 
Ther cartridges of 

course, but these are too expen: 
ive for us low budget enthusiasts 

to buy and in any case, | feel sure 
that some of us would welcome 
progs more mind challenging 
than Space Invaders or Mazes. 

So... please... could not 
thetalents of the writer of the Pix 
cl prog., or any others 
similar capabilities, let u 
some interesting stuff for the TI 
99/4, this nice little machine that 
has been so dreadfully 1 

have 

by the cassette software pro 
ducer 
John Woods, Halifax, West 
Yorks 
HCW has now started to publish 
reviews of some TI software 
which we hope will be of use 10 IT 

A satisfied 
customer... 

Ever since your first edition peo: 
ple have been writing in to com 
plain about ordering software 
and hardware by mail order 
receiving poor goods and poor 

Another issue that was 
discussed in early editions was the 
forthcoming shakeout in the soft 
ware market, with predictions 
that a lot of small firms are going 
to fi hard and go out of 
business 

As you may or may not 
know, nearly all small fir 
mail order only operations. All 

make the 
untidy and 
this is very 

and can scare poten 

these complaint 
look 

disorganised 
damaging, 

Thave only seen about two 
r 
firn 
same applies to 

00 Much complaining and not 
enough praise. 

Thave had grea om 
all mail order firms I have dealt 
with. I have never had to wait 
longer than a week for anything | 
have ordered, and 1 would par 
ticularly like to congratulate 
Texas Instruments on their ser 
vice. If you bought a TI-99/4A 
before 31 Jan is year you 
could claim for a £50 rebate 
Within two weeks I received a 
cheque for £50, and | consider 
this great service. 

praise for computer 
in your magazine, and the 

ther magazines 

A. Tanner, Headington, Oxford 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

. . -But one’s 
not so happy 

1 recently bought a TI-99/4A 
and, feeling very proud, sent off 
for my free offer of the speech 
synthesizer and games paddles 
with Basic cartridge and booklet 
It was quite a saving on the price 
for me 

But sad to say 
waiting. We did not realise that 
on some of the computers, the 
serial numbers have not been 
stamped in, and the company 
wouldn't accept the order 
without a serial number 

After telling Texas In 
struments twice and informing 
the shop. I am still waiting to find 
‘out what's happening 

Are the computers really 
made in Texas? How come only a 
few slipped through the net? 

T. Wilkins, Birmingham 
Kirsty Clift of TI said: “Most of 
the TI-99/4A for the UK market 
come not from Texas but from 
Rieti, Maly, and it was a change in 
the manufacturing process there 
that caused the trouble. 

The few computers that 
were sent out without a serial 
number stamped on did have a 

label with a da 
number, though, and if your 
computer hasn't got a serial 
number, the date code number 
will do just as well for the offer 

We've had some confusion 
over our free offers, and I'd just 
like to make it clear that there are 
two of them. The first is for free 
games paddles, a games cartridge 
and a Basic tutor cassette, and is 
available if you brought a TI- 
99/4A between May 3 and July 2. 

The second is for a free 
speech synthesiser or a free pro: 
gram recorder, and is available 
for those who bought six TI plug 
in games cartridges between April 
30 and July 2. 

Review it 
again, T.D. 

sticky code 

to congratulate T.D. 
(whoever he may be) on his 
brilliant write-up of Crazy 
Climber/Apple Bug in HCW 15. 
Itwas witty, informative and very 
eye-catching 

L only wish more magazines 
would do it this way. It would 
make the reviews so much more 
enjoyable to read 
A. MacDonald, Sudbury, Suf- 
folk 
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COMPUSENSE 
Software for Dragon 32 

PO Box 169, Palmers Green, 
London N13 5XA 

Telephone: 01-882 0681 (24 Hr) and 01-882 6936 
Offices at 286D Green Lanes (9.45-6.00 Mon-Fri) 

Software on plug-in cartridge for the Dragon 32 and 64 

HI-RES £25.30 
Our popular $1_x 24 BIG SCREEN upgrade with redefinable 
character sets. (FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH, SWEDISH, 
DANISH, ITALIAN). BASIC works as normal with extensions for 
PRINT and CLS and SPRITE GRAPHICS, A better keyboard 

routine gives AUTO-REPEAT and TOUCH-TYPING. 
EDIT + £34.50 
full screen editor with lots of facilities. Includes HI-RES, Available 

end July 1983 
DASM £18.95 
machine code assembler. Easy to use and excellent value for money 
Just read the reviews and you'll be convinced, With Manual and 

reference card. 
DEMON 5 
our powerful monitor. Now with DUMP to PRINTER. An al 

tool for the serious programmer 
DASM/DEMON £30.45 
the ideal combination for developing machine code on the DRAGON 

Please Add S0p for postage and packing 

Disks — Premier Delta system now in stock 
Delta Controller £99.95 Delta 1 £299.98 Delta 2 £345.95 

add £4.50 for pe 

Printers — wi 
Epson 

d screen dump prog 
ipson FX-80 £80 

n listings 

rations al our offices — by appointment 
VAT. Send r 

JUPITER ACE 
USERS CLUB 

REMSOFT 
18 GEORGE STREET, BRIGHTON BN2 IRH 

ORIC GAMES PACK 

includes 
1 LANDER safely land your lunar spacecraft 
2 BREAKOUT knock out the bricks to gain points 
3 NIM Play the traditional game against Orie 

Alll three games for only £4.95 (inc. P&P) 
Send Cheque/P.0. to SHARDS SOFTWARE 189 
ETON ROAD, ILFORD, ESSEX IG1 2U0 
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DONTMISSTHIS 
INCREDIBLE OFFER! 

YES, 50 GAMESE "03201 EORIYOUS MCAD the following. 
sinciair- 
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PROFILE 

Considering the number of 
software companies there are in 
the UK, it may seem eccentric of 
Phillip Morris to have called his 
firm. The English Software 
Company. But then, you've got 
to remember that he had the 
American market in mine, 

He said: ‘‘Americans are 
very keen on English people and 
products. I think it’s because of 
the Royal Family”, 

English’s original logo — a 
cottage in a rose garden — was 
designed to have transatlantic 
appeal. For UK buyers, though, 
Phillip has dreamed up a more 
high-tech logo with a video 
effect, He said: ‘In this country, 
cottages are associated with 
cottage industries — which seems 
abit silly since we're in the middle 
of Manchester’, 

English is an offshoot of 
Philip's shop, Gemini 
Electronics, and shares the same 
premises at SO Newton Stree 
Piccadilly, Manchester. Get 
sells computer chess games, Atari 
games machines, Commodore 
and Atari micros and a range of 
software, 

Gemini itself developed out 
of an earlier business Phillip had 
selling computer games machines 
by mail order — so he’s been in 
the computer games business in 
‘one way or another since 1978. 

But the idea of selling his 
own brand of software was 
sparked off by one of Phillip's 
customers, Steven Riding. Having 
bought an Atari micro for 
Gemini, Steven got interested in 
machine code programming. The 
result was Airstrike, a cross 
between Scramble and Defender. 

Steven offered Airstrike to 
, who started to sell it by 

mail order as well as through the 
shop. But he also had the bright 
idea of trying to beat the 
‘Americans at their own game by 

in the US — 
is, of course, a 

siant seller. 
So last summer Phillip’s 

brother Brian set off to seek the 
company's fortune in sunny 
California — and that’s when the 
name and logo were originated, 

The made-in-England 
theme extends to Phillip’s pro- 
gramming team, which he 
describes as “the best of British 
programmers". But finding good 
programmers has been and con- 
tinues to be a problem, 

‘The problemis that the Atari 
uses three separate processor: 
it has special sound and graphics 
processors in addition to the main 

Best of British 
programming? 

Sinn 
English software is flying the 
flag in the US-dominated Atari 
software market. Its boss 

Phillip Morris talked to Candice 
Goodwin about his plans not 

just to compete in the market 
but to lead it 

processing chip. Most home 
micros only use one all-purpose 
processor. 

So would-be machine code 
programmers have to understand 
how the three processors work 
together, as well as knowing how 
to make the most of each pro- 
ccessor's special abilities. 

“You have to learn a lot 
‘more about the Atari before you 
can program it”, according to 
Phillip. “'Itcan takesix months to 
write a program from scratch."* 

A lot of Phillip’s program- 
mers got interested in programm- 
ing when they bought an Atari 
from him, He reckons that, 
although most people initially 
buy the Atari micro for games, 
they start programming because 
‘of the machine’s potential — 
among other things, it can give 
you 256 colours on screen at 
‘once, But that’s not so surprising 
when you remember that it uses 
the same chipsas the Atari arcade 
machines. 

Aswellas Airstrike, English 
Software's range now includes 

four more games, on disc as well 
as cassette, and three utilities. Six 
more games are scheduled for the 
end of July, which will be on car- 
tridge as well as cassette. 

By the end of the year, 
Phillip thinks English will be the 
largest Atari software house in 
the UK — apart from EMI, that 
is, He wants to give Atari owners 
a better deal firstly by infor- 

ve advertising, wi 
picture and description of every 
game, and secondly by com- 
petitive pricing: 

English cassette games cost 
£15.95 — about a third cheaper 
then equivalent US products — 
and in the long term he hopes to 
bring the price of cartridges 
down from £30 to around the 
£20 mark. “Mass production 
plus new types of chips will mean 
that cartridges will soon be 
cheaper to produce", he said, 

Phillip also plans to explore 
the demand for very low-priced 
games for the Atari later in the 
year, by offering two or three 
games for £5 if they are bought 

along with a £15 game. wut he 
said he didn’t intend to lower his 
standards, 

“Atari owners are very 
selective in what they buy", he 
said. "They might buy five games 
a year, instead of one a week 
you would for the Spectrum, But 
those five games will have lasting 
appeal.” High-quality graphi 
and an original them is what heis 
aiming for in all English's games, 

The pick of the English crop 
will go over to the States to tackle 
the Atari software market on its 
home ground. Though the com- 
petition over there may be for- 
midable, the potential is enor- 
mous, with over half a million 
Atari machines to cater for. 

‘And when Atari brings out 
its new machines, which are com- 
patible with the 400 and 800, that 
potential will increase still fur- 
ther. 

Meanwhile, back in the UK, 
English Software's programs will 
be appearing on television in the 
north east this August. Granada 
TV will be featuring Xenon Raid 
as the competition game on its 
Chip-In series. 

“The programme is being 
made in Granada’s Liverpool 
studios", Phillip said, “So we 
changed the backdrop of Xenon 
Raid to look like the Liver 
buildings.” 
Pointing the way to new trendsin 
Atari software: from left to right, 
Steve Riding, John Brierley, 
‘and Philip Morris himself 
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MICRO-USER T-SHIRTS: 
EPSON SPECTRUM SIRIUS | 
SHARP SORD 2X81 ORIC | 
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MZ-804 MZ-80K PROGRAMS. 
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ATARI CHARACTER 
GENERATOR 400/800 16K 
Design your own character set (all 

128 characters) on screen. Edit 
characters in groups of 4 ata time, 

Tor larger designs. 
Redefined set can then be saved to 
Rssette and incorporated in Sour ‘own programs 
Features: Full editing and data 

display 
‘Supplied on cassette £3.80 ine p&p. 
Software, 15 Mlroxe Ave. 
Lileborough, Lanes OLTS 99D. 

DRAGON WORD PROCESSOR. 
Full features, cassette based, 20K 
text buffer. Includes full manual 
Stop playing games! £10 from: R. 
J. Crowther, 141 Hollyfield, 
Harlow, Essex. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

tay 
Superb new game for 
Speetrum/CBM 64 
TRAX! 

thine code 
vailable now 

£5.50. 
Cheap ai the price! 

Soft Joe's Business Centre 
Gughton Road. irkenhead, 

Merseyside LAL OFF. 
Tel: 081-647 8616 

100% 

COMMODORE 64 GAMES: 

Pivape MCP 
Contrapod 
Skereli and Paint 
aD Sp Cheque 

detail to 
Regency Software, MO Bor 2%, 

Ascot Berkshire SLS 7RR. 
Tel: 0990-22707 

Trade Enquites Welcome 

BAMBY SOFTWARE 
Leverburgh, Isle of Harts, PAKY 37 

Tel. O8S 982 313 
INTRODUCE ORIGINAL GAMES 

FOR DRAGON 33 
den. Apples: Steal the apples, then] 

POT. oF sae for 

Mini-zames) 4 simple 
but competing Bes 
All tapes include Postage & Packing] 

id a ho-quibble guarantee 
Writetousarieaboveaddress, oF ring 

anytime between Yam, atid Spm 
(Alternative phone no: 08S 982-239) 

umes per tape 

FREE 
Over 850 people at recent exibitions 

board game 
We are giving away Free to the fist 
10 people 10 com 

‘Send £5 for a copy of 
ROVING KNIGHT 
16K EXT BASIC 

State if Tandy or Dragon 
Flatbell Lid (HEW), 9 Franklin 
Road, Haddenham, Bucks. HP1T 

LE. 
Send SAE if Catalogue required. 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING. 

T199/4A Specialists software 
games. North-Sea, Astro 

Fighter, Blast-It! Code-Break, 
Core! 

All the above £3.50 each, £6.50 
for 2, £9.00 for 3. Handy Sub 

s (Lape and booklet) 
£4.50, 

Progra 

Help and advice service. For 
full details send S.A.E. to: 6 

Florence Close, Watford, Herts 

LANTERN SOFTWARE 
TI99/4A 

High quality arcade games and 
utiles tnc., Operation Moon ana 

Superb Hattiestar Attack. S.A.E. for 
‘details to: 4 Haffenden Road, 

Tenterden TN30 6QD, 

EW BBC DEALER 

leading mists 
Spex “Hinchtkers Guide To The 

for the Spectrum £895, Ap 
ti6.9s 

261 Victor Ave So 

Paul Gillett software games for the 
ZX81 (16K). Blockade Runner — 
addictive fast action M/C game. 
Complete four — a game of 

as reviewed in ZXC June: 
£3.95 cach to: 38 Cromwell 

Oxford OXS 

QUALITY ORIC SOFTWARE 
THE WORD 

DEATILTRAP 

“MASTERMY SDE 

lock Sutce, Sante Te 

SOFTWARE FOR 
TANDY COLOR & 

DRAGON 
RE nice Anvesrones ir NPAC we $00 

DEATH PLANE? 
{oot FLOATING BOMB 

EMONOPOLY 

a tip 

TEXAS TI-99/44 
SOFTWARE 

re ae ae Geen ne 
Gis pone raed aE 

GIRAM BOOK 

APEX SOFTWARE HCW) 

On Spectrum 16K or 48K 
Hidden Letters, Reading, 

Comprehension and Speling Game 
bse. p&p. Poppy Programs, 

Richmond House, Ingleton 
Camfortt, Lancs. LAG 3AN 
‘Computer Trade Aswsciation 

Member 

Oric-1 48K Yahtsee and Othello, £3 
£S both. S. Conall, 56 

Cottingham, “Hull 
each 
Millbeck L 
HUI64EU 
NAME THAT SONG! For any 

16K or 48k), Dif 
ch time. 100+ 

songs! Bid A Note, Spin The Wheel 
and The Clock, Cheques or POs for 
£6.95 to WHIZZ QUIZ, 163 St 
Paul's Road, Birmingham B12 

for **100 PEOPLE 
‘coming shortly 

Adventure: The Orb. Excellent 
game with save facility for VIC + 
16K or Dragon. Only £5 inc. p&p. 
D.W.H. (TBY, $9 Beamish Rd, 
Canford Heath, Poole, Dorset 

TI 99/4A (16K) 
EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO HCW 

READERS FOR THIS WEEK ONLY 

NewSIARKI 

SUPERNOVA depihs of space 

FI PROGKANS 231 Albert Reud, JARROW NER? SRS. ‘SAE fr fst 

Programmers Wanted 
We require quality programs for 
‘most micro’s and experienced 
programmers to undertake con- 
tract work. We pay cash fees, 
royalties and distribute in the 
UK and USA. 
Te/: (0256) 25107 or write to: 
Dream Software, P.O. Box 64, 
Basingstoke, Hants. RG21 2LB. 

ATTENTION PROGRAMMERS! 
We are still seeking good quality 
original games and educational 
programs for the Spectrum. 
Comact us now for immediate 
valuation. Dialgrove Ltd, 10A St 
James St, Covent Garden, London 
wo. 
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WANTED GAMES/SOFTWARE 
Well established International 
Marketing Company now branching 

into Computer Software for 
Entertainment - Education 
We are looking for original, 
‘games programmes for 

VIC 20% SPECTRUM * ORIC 1* BBC 
‘We pay Top Royalties for good 

‘original material. Contact 
International Marketing Services 

(Software Division) 
148/145 Uxbridge Road, London W13 

Tel: 01-567 6288 

We are currently looking for 
original debugged games for any 
machines. Programs preferably 
over 8K, If you have any programs 
that fit those criteria call us on O8S 
982 313, to discuss renumeration 
Bamby Software, Leverburgh, Isle 
of Harris PAS3 ATX. 

Ifyou 
have written or are 
writing an original 

machine code 
arcade 

quality game for the 
VIC-20 
or the 

Spectrum, 
WE HAVE AN IDEA 

which could make your 
game 

INTERESTED??? 
Tel: 01-861 1088 

NOW. 

DRAGON 32 
Uuikdng Engh is «colour and cater ime Engi language que Yor age 

st An ign a able ache 
The 2. South Shields, 

ORIC-1 OWNERS 

Fangerine created Orie-1, now 
TUG. creates the test! An 

‘ndependani users eroup with a solid 
reputation Tor progressive system 
Support. Monthly tews letters 
meetings, software, hardware 

eviews, Advise and lots more, We 
have @ proven record of performane 

‘on our system, Join T.U.G, you'll 
like uy, We Do! Send Et plus S.A. 

(AS) for sample newslenter and 
‘etal, 

Tangerine Users Group, 
T'Marlborough Drive 

Worle, Avon BS22 000, 
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NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

SOFT MACHINE 

A large select 
‘oftware, books accessories availabl Spectrum, BBC, Dr 

Crescent, W 
FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
‘STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

TO BE INCLUDED 
IN THIS SECTION 
RING 01-437 1002 

[ Piease include my business details in the next available is: 
Business Name: 

Address: 

Tel, No 
Open Hrs: 

Contact (0! ny) 
Post To: H.C.W. (Shops & Dealers) 

I 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

THE GAMES SHOP AND AT COMPUTING 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE eston PRI 2A. 

CENTRE TEL NO. 0224-643740 "commodore 64, One Place, Aberdeen ABI IXH 

Tancaies 

42 LERWICK, SHETLAND 
CTY) rai os9s as 
A sottware, Books Accessories 
= Service Acorn Compuler. Drago32, 2X81 Specrrum, Vic 20, CAM-O4 Open Mon-Sat 4.30.30 Saco, Lyme, Atal, Commodore, BBC 

CRYSTAL COMPUTERS 
AND COMPONENTS LTD. Hg see 

yee" LITTLEHAMPTON, 

sue of Home Computing Weekly 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions requi 

Priva 

weeks. 

Name 

WHIED DEPT 
Ra.. London WC2H OEE 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

Publications Lid. Al 
property right 

1983 Argus Specialist Publica ISSN 0264-399 
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MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME 

I you order goods from Mail Order Advertisers in this 
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this 
Publication will consider you for compensation if the 
adverts should become insolvent or bankrupt, 
provided 

1. You have not received the goods or had your money 
returned; and 
You write to the publisher of this publication explain- 
ing the position not earlier than 28 days fromthe day 
you sent your order and not later than 2 months from 
that day. 

2 

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us 
When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim 
and what evidence of payment is required. 
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in 
accordance with the above procedure as soon as 
possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt 
Or insolvent to a limit of £1,800 per annum for any one 
advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 p.a. in respect of 
all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher 
amounts, or when the above procedures have not been 
complied with, at the discretion of this publication, but 
we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set 
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 
reader's difficulties 
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in 
direct response to an advertisement in this magazine 
(not, for example, payments made in response to cat 
logues, etc, received as a result of answering such 

advertisements) 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

“NOW WIN THE POOLS’ 
THIS IS MEANT FOR YOU — ESPECIALLY IF YOU USE A SINCLAIR ZX81 or SINCLAIR SPECTRUM COMPUTER 

or even ANY COMPUTER 

HAVE YOU EVER HAD THAT DREAM OR EVER WISHED THAT YOU HAD "WON ON THE POOLS” - 
AT LAST YOU CAN TURN IT INTO A REALITY’ 

THERE IS A SECRET OF “HOW TO WIN ON THE FOOTBALL POOLS" - IT CAN BE DONE. | DISCOVERED THE SECRET 
‘A LONG TIME AGO - NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME ’M PREPARED TO SHARE IT WITH YOU, 

HOW DOES THIS INTEREST YOU - | HAVE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BY WAY OF POOLS WINNINGS DIVIDEND SLIPS 
CANCELLED CHEQUES, etc, SHOWING MY PRESENT WINS ON THE POOLS AS FOLLOWS: 

First Dividends 
765 

‘Second Dividends 
1,818 

Third Dividends 
2,942 

Fourth Dividends 
1,952 

Fifth Dividends 
631 

Sixth Dividends 
93 

AGRAND TOTAL OF 8,201 (EIGHT THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED AND ONE DIVIDENDS - so far). 
1 HOLD THE UNCHALLENGED RECORD FOR THE POOLS WINS* 

1AM MAKING THIS VERY SPECIAL, 
REDUCED PRICE OFFER TO READERS OF 
HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY FOR A. 
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY ‘ 

Do 90 let anyone ell you that iti impomibe to 
'WIN ON THE POOLS” ~ since I perfected my 

method, ! HAVE WON REGULARLY for over 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS ~ proof that it 90 
“fash-inthe-pan’ 
Ihave CHALLENGED THE WORLD with my 
‘ecard of wins and with all the evidence that | 
posieu — NO ONE has ever been able 10 accept the 
Challenge ~ | KNOW NO ONE EVER WILL 
MY SECRET IS NOW PLACED ONTO 
COMPUTER CASSETTE FOR YOU. 
‘THE METHOD IS THE GREATEST TREBLE 
CHANCE WINNER IN THE HISTORY OF 
FOOTBALI. POOLS — IT WILL LAST 
FOREVER — BOTH FOR ENGLISH AND 
AUSTRALIAN FOOTRALL POOLS, WITH. 
EQUAL SUCCESS, 
| now incend 10 give» limited number of people the 
opportunity of making use of my method ~ perfec 
over 28 years and proving itself on EVERY ONE. 
OF THOSE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. 
‘You will have noted details of my persons 
Achievement be (or, a8 piven 10 you above 
A GRAND TOTAL of 8,201, yet 8,201 POOLS 
DIVIDENDS, inchading 748 PIRST DIVIDENDS. 
‘My Pools Winnings Dividend slips now number so 
many, that they fil « very large suitcase and wl 
sand as my evidence of all csims ia ANY COURT 
OF LAW IN THE WHOLE WORLD. 
‘Tohing just the past 25 years iio conaidermion, 
hhave won ON AVERAGE over 328, (THREE 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHT) Pools 
Dwridends EVERY YBAR ~ or ~ AN AVERAGE 
over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY WEEK for 
TWENTY FIVE YEARS. 
‘You have my sbeoluie Guarantee of the complete 
ahemticiy of every claim, cheque, document, liter, 
‘tc, consnined berein. 
Don't take my word for i read what people write about me and my method:— 
von on Zevert at weekend. Jt war no 9 ig sum, Dut oll he some it mot wary mice 
surprise for me. 

winnings an 
WEEK tor 

moment my FIRST DIVIDEND wins alone - they 

sing weeks, Dut ON AVERAGE 
lover SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY 
past 25 ve 

1AM NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD AND 
NO ONE DISPUTES IT. 
For a long as E continue to enter the Foorbell Pools 
my wins will coorinve. I have aiready aad, they 
apply, with equal success to both Englah and 

Football Sestons 

Sinclaye 2X81 o¢ Sinelae Spectrum) ~ DO NOT 
DELAY AND FIND YOU ARE TOO LATE, in 
‘which case I would have 10 refund your mney, 
Tum so confidens of YOUR succes that if do not 
win a lest THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE 
DIVIDENDS inthe first 20 weeks of entering, I will 
‘completely concel the belance of the purchase price 
tnd you 0 not have Yo pay me another penny, at any ia, no matter how vee your winnings 
{only with that space would allow me 10 give you 
photographs of my winnings lips, cancelled cheques, 

FEW EXTRACTS [rom ORIGINAL 
hol foe my sell Chee 
{am the faventor and Sele Propritior of my meod, Regucred m EUREKA ~ (1 have found i) | am 
Anawe an The Profesor in Pools Celts ~ Lam of 

Forecast 
ing 8 

Comporer Canewes, under my Repstered Company 
— FOOTBALL ENTERPRISES, 
My iil charge for copy oe £75, but fr thie 
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE OFFER I will end 
you copy, for 2X81 o« Spectrum) fr £2, (wenty 
Pounds) ONLY, pl your Promne to pay me the 
elence of (88 ONLY IF YOU WIN AT LEAST 
THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS 
IN YOUR FIRST 20 WEEKS OF ENTERING — 
otherwise you owe me NOTHING FURTHER 

ETTERS 

1C., Lanes, 
L appreciate the uraightformrd mrthed you adopt, which 18 rock a comiros 10 the 
‘rubbish of muraperieionion which v9 common im the Bering Works, by 
‘and slfopimonoted charlanams 
Winnings cheque receroed eka, vincent Aah 
1 eonrsibate you on your achievement 
{sl a het yo men nig wn ek foe ar fe 
ew again 
Doel i 

|hsody Jor your nytem, i ll jo tay and more 

cupuless 
CH, Deven 
DN, Devon 
BR, Wal, HY Underiahing 

Nene 
Adaress 

1a uchmmalage cheyue nd say how much I apprcione your iiegry 
1M, Scotland 
JC, Lancs. 

ner sys sn me 3,527. mend 10 wit London soon and wil beable 10 
ome and set jou ermal 
‘Mony shanks for trying 19 Aand 10 please ws 

(Overseas Client) P.M., Kampala 
1, your brovhe should be shamed aa 

1 sen 18 my FIRST entry lant week ond won 2nd and rd dresdends, a1 you 

Eapailities of my discovery | could easily CHARGE 
£2,000 per cassette on the evidence | postess, but 

ken, without prior warning. It truly ingeniour 
sod bas sod the test of time. 
My casvetie simplicity itself to opernte and you'll 
be piven FULL DETAILS for weekly calculating, 
‘Your entry need not involve you in any large weekly 
sakes, you can enter for a lithe as 25p, if you wish. 
{ charge NO COMMISSION on any of your wins ~ 
‘no matter how BIG they muy be. 
[relited Jong time ago, that it wat n0 good sitting 
down god dreaming shout winning the pool, 40 1 
‘burns the candle at Both ends, working late iBto the 
‘ight, occasionally RIGHT THROUGH THI 
NIGHT, 1 KNEW there was a way, eventually it all 
pnd olf and has bees doing s0 ever since 
am unable 10 vary my offer ro anyone, 40 plesse do 
‘not request, at I shall very enily dlspone of the 
canenes I have prepated and am making available 
IMMEDIATELY | perfected my method 1 
‘commenced winning right way (rm with in 
liwie £163 the fet week 1 wsed 30, 1 HAVE. 
NEVER LOOKED BACK SINCE, unongs all 
‘hose dividends was one (or over BIGHT 
THOUSAND POUNDS or ju ove eighth of « 
penny stake. 
I will release 4 copy on camerte, 0 you, 00 receipt of 
the completed order form and your Signature 
thereon, confirming you will creat icin the 
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE between us and rettin, 
it for your OWN USE ONLY. 
PLEASE NOTE: you happen tobe the proud owner af « Comper, other than « Sicir 2X81 e¢ Sica Speci, 
You can wll purchase a copy of my tha, (tthe 
te pice aad program & YOURSELF on to YOUR OWN COMPUTER 

well ve 
Irom ihe aclved ceriicate One mort and I woxld have calcd ove [408 Jor FIRST 
‘Grvdent Once Ie wo 3 for amount [shal staking from winnings and 8 Zp per 
ling A FIRST DIVIDEND lst ck a th would hae barn ere £3,000, 

CA, Yorks 
1am very inierested indeed and enclose £20 herewith. | agree to pay you the 
balance of (35 ONLY if | win a least THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE 
DIVIDENDS in my firm 20 weeks of entering — otherwise lowe you NOTHING 
FURTHER #1 any time — no matter how much mooey I win, My Signature below 

‘evn complete and abeolute confidence about the method. 

Please tick iPeassette is for 
Sunelair ZXB1 (16K) 

‘One of our dughien, WHOSE HUSBAND YOU HELPED ENORMOUSLY, 
ay phone Jur of tem ate ut pet ely hey in Sn 

Ruiile of an 

Sinclair Spectrum (48K) 
‘Any other Computer New Read, 

Haverfordwest, Vembs. 
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“VIC20 GAMES 
FROM 

QUICKSILVA 
TORNADO QUICKSILVA are proud to introduce STARQUEST 
VIC20 GAMES FROM Skyhawk written by Chartec 
QUICKSILVA for the VIC2O personal computer, 
Ne many more amazing games to come! 

SKYHAWK: Features Multicoloun Hires 3-D 
Effect Graphics, Realistic Scrolling Lendscape. 
Aircraft Landing and Refueling, Rader and Aircraft 
Status Displeys, High Score Save, Full Sound 
Effects, Varying Formations of Attacking Aircreft, 
Extra Life ‘at 3000 pts, Fuel_Low_ Werning, 
Realistic Explosions. For the VIC20+3K or BK 
expansion + Joystick. 

VIC20 16K GAME 

PIXEL vic2o 
tyoysTiCK =} 

TORNADO: In the 
midst of the Colony 
Were ships are 
attacking you from the 
ain you have three 
types of ground bese 
to bomb Features: Full 

‘olour, Hi-Res Graphics, 
Sound, increasing Mtr lee 
Speed, High Score, 
Progressive Difficulty, 
Random Landscape 
Explosions. By Chartec 
for the unexpanded 
VIC2O + Joystick PIXEL POWER PIXEL A graphics workshop A trilogy of 16K packed with useful programs that combine 
GAMES features such as Create. to give an epic 46K 

Amend, Save and View graphic adventure. Ase For the VIC2O + 16K 
HARVESTER & Set galactic trader, you deal Ganvuerorn For the VIC20 with 8K —_fwith some very bizarre 
A cut-throat strategy or more added RAM. customers indeed. Will i re mr ? game to reap valuable SUBSPACE eeeoire bos with 
boosterspice eroundthe STRIKER & ZOR extensive instruction planet Delta. Hi-res 1c comes from But oF xeriee Graphics and lots of fun nowhere and then 
for two to four players. vanishes back into the 
For the unexpanded ether: With your deadly vicezo entimat torpedoes, you 

Unleash havec in the STARQUEST/ Federation's 
ENCOUNTER Spacelanes 
A voyage of discovery For the 
and adventure in the VIC20 + 
Cosmos. With the help of 16K 
your onboard computer RAM. 
you seek a habitable 
planet amidst the perils 
Of deep space. 
For the VIC20, 
+ 16K RAM: 

Ip Tornado © 
Skyhawk 

Trader £1495 
£7.95 

Sterquest+Encounter £7.95 
Pixel Power £7.85 

ester+Brainstorm 

Striker + Zor 

Please send your order to: 
QUICKSILVA LIMITED, 

PALMERSTON PARK HOUSE, 
13 PALMERSTON ROAD, 

SOUTHAMPTON, 
TEL: (0703) 2016s. | AW eeietenter = conaiti 

iitéoldac 
rms of rade a 


